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Editor’s Note
Welcome to Criterion ’s fifteenth issue, first volume.

As long-time readers know, every winter issue at Criterion presents a
theme selected by our executive team. This year, we’ve thoughtfully elected
to consider mental illness and its portrayal in literature. As we present
several essays that insightfully address this sensitive, important, and underaddressed topic, we’re grateful to these authors and others for creating these
articles.
These essays make it clear that depictions of mental illness have wholly
evolved as our society gains a greater understanding of these afflictions. Still,
when it comes to how the human mind works and how we can assist those
who are suffering, it’s obvious that our society can learn much more.
Learning and assisting has always been somewhat of a theme at Criterion,
especially as new editors aid authors writing in unfamiliar topics. We are
excited to offer such an interesting range of essays and hope our readers are
excited to read. As editors-in-chief, we’re grateful for the effort of editors
and writers who are willing to master new skills, help one another, and have
patience with an executive team that is growing alongside them. It has been a
beautiful experience watching our editors develop meaningful relationships
with us, their authors, and other editors. Additional thanks to our advisor,
Billy Hall, who supervised the instruction of our students. We owe gratitude
to all these parties who spent hours ensuring this journal’s success.
Now, a special thank you to our resident artist, Maddison Tenney, who
has brought these essays to life. We find her depictions of grief, isolation, and
other human concerns especially poignant in this special issue, and we hope
our viewers will feel similarly.

Though we all have much to learn about the human mind and the human
experience, we are grateful for a body of literature that provides so much
instruction and a community with which to collaborate and learn. We hope
this issue might be as instructive to you as it was to us.
Editors-in-Chief
Hannah Johnson & Eden Nielson

Ghosts’ Stories
Addictive Behaviors and Complicated Grief
in George Saunders’ Lincoln in the Bardo
JC Leishman

“And as the sun came up, we prayed, each

within ourselves, our usual prayer: / To still be here when the sun sets next
set. / And discover, in those first moments of restored movement, that we had
again been granted the great mother-gift: / Time. / More time” (Saunders
339). As the ghosts of Oak Hill Cemetery drift to sleep at the break of day,
they rejoice that they have not succumbed to the fate of their friends and
passed on to the other side. All they desire is time—more time. These final
lines in George Saunders’ experimental novel, Lincoln in the Bardo, exemplify
the fundamental heart of grief and suffering—a desire to live in the past
for just a little longer, for the unknown future is far more terrifying than
that which is known but painful. Although this desire is part of the natural
grieving process, it can result in becoming moored in grief. Once stuck in
this state of mental anguish, the brain might seek out subversive methods
of avoiding the pain, such as using addictive substances or behaving
dangerously. The ghosts of Oak Hill Cemetery and their attachments to life
represent this phenomenon and act as a foil to those who move through their
grief and onto the next life. Lincoln in the Bardo is a story about the spirit
of Abraham Lincoln’s deceased child lingering in his graveyard. Within the
story, Saunders crafts a fascinating exploration of grief and trauma as the
narrative plays between quotes from real life accounts of Lincoln and his
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family and the interactions of spirits who have not yet passed on to the other
side—all of them dawdling in the Bardo.
George Saunders’ Bardo is inspired by the Tibetan conception of an
in-between state and Christian ideas of purgatory—an ocean in which the
ghosts either tread for a moment until their final passing or desperately
grasp flotsam to remain attached to life so as not to move on. These various
flotsam moor the ghosts to the bardo and are the driving force of the novel’s
narrative, representing how grief keeps one stationary and in the past. As
the title suggests, Abraham Lincoln and his deceased son Willie are at the
heart of the story, and after a first read, one may come away thinking that
the novel is about the Lincolns—not so. The heart of the novel is grief,
and the Lincolns are a vehicle through which the audience experiences this
grief. But the story is not about them; the novel is about how one grieves.
Commenting on this interplay between character and theme, literary
critic Michiko Kakutani writes, “[the ghosts’ involvement] turns Lincoln’s
personal grief into a meditation on the losses suffered by the nation during
the Civil War, and the more universal heartbreak that is part of the human
condition” (Kakutani). Here in the Bardo, the processes of grieving stand
in for any number of things preventing the ghosts from moving on to the
next life and at their center is this universal heartbreak.
As seen time and again in the novel, the heartbreak Kakutani calls universal
plays a fascinating role in the development of each character and shines a light
on a particular difficulty that can arise during the natural process of grieving.
Consider President Lincoln postponing his grief by rending his child’s coffin
from its place and coddling the boy’s lifeless form; or Willie deferring his grief
by holding onto his father and lingering in the Bardo as long as he can. And
surrounding these two within the novel are a variety of ghostly figures, each
with their own flotsam in life that deludes them into thinking they are not
actually dead, or at least providing a strong enough force to keep them from
passing on to the next life. Each of these characters engage in a deeply complex
and moving set of self-delusions that are not uncommon in the grieving process
and are more typical of a mental disorder called complicated grief: a period
of bereavement that is considered “severe and prolonged” (Nakajima 1). This
essay will prove that the ghosts who have lingered in the Bardo are engaging
in patterns of behavioral addictions to dissociate from their complicated grief,
the result of which is a far deeper and meaningful understanding of the ghosts
in the Bardo and humanity’s predilection towards dissociation over progress.
8
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To better understand the grieving processes of the various ghosts, it is
important to foreground the processes of grief and behavioral addictions. All
humans experience loss and grief—whether it be the loss of a loved one, a pet,
or a lifestyle. Everyone experiences losses, and everyone must grieve. Grief is
the psychological process of adapting to loss and processing emotional pain,
the natural process of dealing with the absence of someone or something. Just

as the body stitches itself back together and fills in the gaps when an abscess is
removed, so too does the brain work to deal with loss through the process of
grief (“What is Grief?”). This grieving process, often known as the five stages,
is defined by Elizabeth Kübler-Ross as denial, anger, bargaining, depression,
and acceptance (Gregory). The normal human process of grief is to experience
loss by these means, finishing the cycle by accepting the loss and moving
on. Although everyone experiences this process in different ways, and it
can take much longer to resolve for some than others, resolution is natural.
If grief does not resolve, then a person will experience the phenomenon of
complicated grief that retards the grieving process and prevents individuals
from moving on. Complicated grief can cause individuals to engage in
various dissociative methods ranging anywhere from actual psychological
dissociation to destructive substance or behavioral patterns that distract the
mind from grief and pain (Nakajima). It is important to note that this state
of persistent bereavement does not always look the same in every case. If
we consider complicated grief to be a barrier on the road of the five stages
of grief, that barrier can sit at any point before acceptance (the stages of grief
are not just a line, but a cycle that can repeat as one naturally processes loss).
When unable to process loss as a result of complicated grief, individuals tend
to engage in destructive behaviors that detract from the loss and help them
circumvent the grieving process entirely.
The obvious example of a behavior meant to bypass pain (for our purposes,
pain caused by loss) is substance abuse. Alcoholism, drug use, and other
substance abuse work to create a physiological effect that prevents the brain from
experiencing pain. In the case of alcohol, it literally works to make one forget
and lose their memory (Nall). But over the last few decades, researchers have
found that certain behaviors work very similarly to substance abuse, creating a
psychological effect (rather than physiological) that temporarily bypasses pain;
these behaviors are called behavioral addictions (Grant et al.). Although certain
behaviors pose more of a risk for inciting compulsive behaviors, it is the mindset
and diminished control of the individual that causes the behavioral addiction,
9
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not the behaviors themselves that define them (Grant, et al.). Addictive behaviors
work to circumvent processing pain, and these same behaviors play a key role in
understanding the process of grief in Lincoln in the Bardo.
The most glaring evidence of addictive behavior in the novel is that the
ghosts of the bardo go to such extreme lengths to convince themselves they are
still alive. The ghosts believe themselves simply sick, referring to their bodies

and coffins as “sick forms” and “sick-boxes” respectively (Saunders 58). The
living cannot interact with them as the result of their curious malady, and they
simply wait to be made whole again and go back to their lives; but as the
novel goes on it seems that the ghosts are not so sure that this is the case. At
one point a ghost comments on those who have passed on to the other side
saying, “Truth be told, there was not one among the many here—not even
the strongest—who did not entertain some lingering doubt about the wisdom
of his or her choice” (73). If they are simply sick, what choice is being made?
What strength is required to stay sick if they are in fact only ill? A similar
sentiment is exchanged between Bevins and his friend Vollman who reminisce
about their early days in the Bardo stating, “We had not done enough. / Being
rather newly arrived back then. / And much preoccupied with the challenges
of staying. / Which were not inconsiderable. / And have not lessened in the
meantime” (113). The fact is they know there is an effort in staying and that
they go somewhere else afterward, yet they continue to maintain their state
is one of malady rather than mortality. The unknown future, the potentiality
of further discomfort, is too much to handle, and they go to great lengths to
dissociate from their reality and postpone the future.
The behavioral addictions those in the Bardo use to dissociate from their
predicament are further revealed to the reader during an interesting interlude
when an army of unknown beings comes to tempt the spirits away. Preceded
by a comforting breeze “fragrant with all manner of things that give comfort:
grass, sun, beer, bread, quilts, cream—this list being different for each of
us, each being differently comforted” (Saunders 89). The tempting spirits
appear to each of the ghosts in forms meant to seduce and tempt them—it is
these temptations that further prove the ghosts’ addictions and attempts to
dissociate themselves. One ghost, Mrs. Blass, explains what the spirits offer
her; lamenting, she shares, “Where they wanted to take me, the tide would
run in, and never go out. I would live atop a hill and the stones would roll
up” (95). Roger Bevins is tempted with flattery and absolution, the spirits
saying, “You are of finer stuff. Come with us, all is forgiven” (93). Repeated
10
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four separate times to four different ghosts is the line, “You are a wave that has
crashed upon the shore,” appealing to their sense of injustice and validation
(100). When that doesn’t work, the spirits seek to break the veil of delusion the
ghosts set upon themselves by forcing the ghosts to acknowledge their own
mortality, declaring truths like, “You are not lying on any floor, in any kitchen.
Are you? Look around, fool. You delude yourself. It [suicide] is complete. You
have completed it” (94); and “Do doctors put people into ‘sick-boxes’? I do
not recall that practice ever being followed in our time” (98). Yet, even after
being confronted by all these truths, the three main ghosts continue to skirt
the issue by later saying, “I felt a renewed affection for all who remained. /
Wheat had been separated from chaff. / Our path is not for everyone. Many
people—I do not mean to disparage them? Lack the necessary resolve” (103).
What the tempting spirits offer is a freedom from pain, from discomfort, from
grief—they offer a way to circumvent the pain of the barrier that prevents
them from processing their grief, a brilliant move on Saunders’s part as this is
already what the ghosts are doing. There remains ambiguity of what actually
happens to those who succumb and accept the words of the tempting spirits,
but the inferences are nothing if not ominous. For all intents and purposes,
the methods the tempting spirits employ to remove the ghosts from the Bardo
are just another means of distracting them from reality, so perhaps where the
ghosts go after what is referred to as their “matterlightblooming phenomenon”
is not much better than where they are in the present—but they are too caught
up in their own subversive delusions to be distracted by these new ones (96).
What they know, what they are comfortable with, is far less terrifying than that
which they do not, and so they begin to engage in addictive behaviors to retard
their progression and stay mired in their deluded and halfhearted existence.
These delusions about the ghosts’ state are not simply the result of
white-knuckle willpower to resist reality but are the direct result of patterns
of behavioral addictions. The most apparent example of this comes from a
husband-and-wife duo stuck in the Bardo by the name of Baron. A pair of
vulgar and raucous ghosts, Eddie and Betsy Baron live by the mantra, “Got
plenty of celebrating left to f—–ing do, right?” (Saunders 94). Described as
“drunk and insensate, lying in the road, run over by the same carriage, they
had been left to recover from their injuries in an unmarked disreputable
common sick-pit just beyond the dread iron fence, the only white people
therein, thrown in with several members of the dark race, not one among them,
pale or dark, with a sick-box in which to properly recover,” the Barons go
11
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around the Bardo reliving their wildest hedonistic exploits in life, all the while
struggling with the reality of their failure as parents (87). The two consistently
oscillate between cursing their children for their negligence, having not come
to see them in the graveyard, and lamenting their failure as parents who
maybe, “had too many parties” (212). At first glance the Barons are a riotous
couple who seem completely “unrestrained,” as the Reverend describes them,

however, they represent a unique case where their patterns of behavioral
addictions are laid bare both in their corporeal life as well as in their afterlife
(88). The Barons lived in a trash heap and essentially died in one, their whole
life being a cycle of tragedies and partying, each contributing to the other. The
Barons attempted to circumvent their grief and pain by way of debauchery,
boisterous living, and even substance abuse. In death they relive this cycle;
the tempting spirits reveal the Barons’ grief as failed parents when they come
to them in the guise of their daughter, saying she is exhausted “from all my
successes,” and consoling Betsy by saying, “Please know, everything is alright.
You did the best you could. We blame you for nothing” (99). Yet, as outlined
before, the defining feature of addiction is the eventual loss of control. The
Barons experience this loss firsthand in death, and to console themselves they
turn to what they know—party. The Barons relive their riotous days, scold
their absent children, and deny that they did anything wrong. But in the end
they are exposed by way of Betsy, who, finally accepting her fate, processes her
grief in front of the Bardo on her way to the other side.
Her flesh became thin as parchment. Tremors ran through her body. Her
form flickered between the various selves she had been in that previous
place (too debauched and impoverished and shameful to mention) and then

between the various future-forms she had, alas, never succeeded in attaining:
attentive mother; mindful baker of bread and cakes; sober church-attender;

respected soft-spoken grandmother surrounded by her adoring, clean brood
(Saunders 325).

Betsy’s healing came from the experience of accepting both the truth of
her reality and her failure to fulfill all of her potential accomplishments. It is
through this acceptance that Betsy was able to finally let go of the past. Eddie,
reluctantly accepting his reality as well and “compelled by his inordinate
affection for that lady,” follows her to their next celebration (Saunders 325).
The Barons’ life was at once horrifying and disreputable, their death was not
much different, but in the end their salvation was a literal processing of their
12
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griefs and final acceptance to break the cycle of behavioral addictions. The
Barons’ hedonism and substance abuse represent the cyclical relationship of
complicated grief and behavioral addiction patterns and foreground many
other characters that succumb to behavioral addictions in the same, if not
more nuanced, way.
Another example of characters that yield to behavioral addictions is

that of Mrs. Ellis, a woman who lived life knowing that she was destined for
greatness: “I felt myself a new species of child. Not a boy (most assuredly)
but neither a (mere) girl. That skirt-bound race perpetually moving about
serving tea had nothing to do with me” (Saunders 76). Dreaming of traveling
the world and visiting the greatest cities of the Earth, she is disappointed to
find herself stuck with a husband who thinks her “silly” and a “mere woman”
(77). But then she finds herself in motherhood, lovingly doting on three little
girls in whom she “found [her] Rome, [her] Paris, [her] Constantinople” (77).
In these daughters she finds an escape from her life and fulfillment in the
extraordinary life she always knew she was destined for. Now dead, Mrs. Ellis
is somewhat haunted by her daughters as she is plagued by distorted images
of them. The Reverend describes the scenario:
Mrs. Ellis was a stately, regal woman, always surrounded by three gelatinous
orbs floating about her person, each containing a likeness of one of her

daughters. At times these orbs grew to extreme size, and would bear down

upon her, and crush out her blood and other fluids as she wriggled beneath
their terrible weight, refusing to cry out, as this would indicate displeasure,

and at other times these orbs departed from her and she was greatly

tormented, and must rush around trying to find them, and when she did,
would weep in relief, at which time they would once again begin bearing
down upon her (Saunders 79).

In life these daughters were her escape, but she was ultimately consumed
by them as her daughters came to replace her reality. Now, in death, Mrs.
Ellis cannot function without these leech-like creatures that stand in for her
daughters; she dotes on them only to be crushed by them, and so on, and
so on. Ultimately, the three girls prove Mrs. Ellis’ demise as she succumbs
to the tempting spirits who seduce her with a vision of her real daughters,
the very behavioral addiction pattern she engaged in willingly. Herein lies
the volatility of these behaviors: they can just as easily work against their
masters as they do for them. Mrs. Ellis does not have a resolution in the
13
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same way the Barons do, but her complicated grief (as a result of unfulfilled
desires) and subsequent addictive behaviors are plainly on display.
Another example of this cycle of complicated grief and behavioral
addiction patterns comes from Mrs. Blass. Not as much is known about Mrs.
Blass, but she is described as “notoriously frugal, filthy, gray-haired, and tiny
(smaller than a baby), spent her nights racing about, gnawing at rocks and

twigs, gathering these things to her, defending them zealously, passing the
long hours counting and recounting these meager possessions” (Saunders
81). In the Bardo Mrs. Blass is tiny and almost stepped on, obsessed with
hoarding random objects. When approached by the tempting angels, they
show her a vision of a place where “the tide would run in, and never out. I
would live atop a hill and the stones would roll up. When they got to me,
they would split open. Inside each was a pill. When I took the pill, I had—oh,
Glory! All I needed. / For once. / For once in my life” (95). Although the
details of her desires are not specified, it seems that her pattern of addictive
behavior revolves around having all she needs “for once.” Perhaps she grew
up in great poverty, or perhaps she experienced a great loss which resulted
in her compulsive tendencies. The tempting spirits hint at an answer saying,
“You had it rough / The tide ran out but never ran in. / You never in your life
was given enough” (96). Whatever life took from her, it never seemed to give
back. Now she is depicted as a reduction of herself—consumed only with
gathering things that, after her departure from the Bardo, are described as
“her treasured dead-bird parts, twigs, motes, et al., now unattended: objects
of value no more” (102). Unable to get past the trauma caused by her lack
(or perceived lack) of material treasures in life, everything becomes a gem
to her so long as it is hers, just like a hoarder in the real world. Perhaps it is
here where the addictive behaviors, the means by which the ghosts delude
themselves, are most concisely described. The things the ghosts rush to hold
on to, the things they bring with them in the Bardo, these are all, in the end,
of absolutely no value. When they leave the Bardo, these behaviors have as
much worth to the remaining residents as the twigs and bird parts do for
anyone else. If the Bardo can be considered a sea in which the spirits must
eventually drown, the behaviors they delude themselves with are flotsam
that they convince themselves are continents.
Unlike the many other ghosts who only showcase their complicated
grief, the two main ghosts of the novel, Bevins and Vollman, open the novel
with their stories and end it with the acceptance of their fates, demonstrating
14
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the full circle of grief and eventual healing. Bevins suffered in life from
what he calls “a certain predilection,” suggesting his attraction to men, and
laments in death that he was spurned by his illicit lover, who denied him
for another man (Saunders 25). Losing the will to live, he commits suicide
in his bathtub and then remains in the Bardo, stating that he is “waiting to
be discovered . . . so that [he] may be revived” (27). Upon first examination

it seems that Bevins’ flotsam in the Bardo is his unresolved grief at being
rejected by his lover, but this is not so. The obsession with his rejection acts
as the addictive behavior through which he circumvents his real grief being
his suicide, or more specifically, his loss of the pleasures of life by way of
his suicide. While recounting his story, Bevins shyly adds, “well, it is a little
embarrassing, but let me just say it: I changed my mind. Only then (nearly
out the door, so to speak) did I realize how unspeakably beautiful all of
this was, how precisely engineered for our pleasure, and saw that I was on
the brink of squandering a wondrous gift” (26). For Bevins, his delusion is
the same as the other ghosts: he believes himself to be alive, but the means
by which he deludes himself is an obsessive replaying of events between
him and his lover. The result of this is an unresolved grief he suffers in the
realization that he spent all of his time focusing on what he was not rather
than the “unspeakably beautiful” world that was around him. Bevins’ friend,

15
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Vollman, suffers a similar experience, except his delusion is that he still has
something to live for rather than whether or not he is alive at all. On the day
he had waited so long for, the day he would consummate his marriage, “A
beam from the ceiling came down, hitting me just here, as I sat at my desk
. . . / I saw that our plan must be infinitely delayed. What a frustration!” (5).
Vollman, described as having a gigantic “member,” no doubt representing
a certain unfulfillment, holds on to the idea that he is merely waiting to get
better so he and his wife can pick up where they left off. Unfortunately for
Vollman, as is learned later, his wife had actually come to the cemetery “and
recounted many things, happy things concerning her life . . . and thanked
you—thanked you, imagine—for your early kindness to her, which had, as
she put it, ‘allowed me to deliver myself, unsullied, to he who would prove
to be the great love of my life’” (327). Vollman conveniently forgot that this
had ever occurred, deluding himself into thinking that he still had something
to live for by replaying over and over again how wonderful it would be once
he could just finally consummate his marriage. Bevins is stuck in a past that
took away from the present, Vollman is stuck in a future that will never be,
both of them replay the events they could never get their hands on in order to
ignore what they know to be inevitable. This is the cycle that happens again
and again throughout the book. Whether it is the ghosts or the Lincolns,
each of these examples showcase a wrestle with grief. This wrestle is not
pleasant, it is not simple, and as is often seen in the novel, sometimes it is
all-consuming, but as the novel also seems to admit, it is the procession of
this grief and the shucking of destructive behaviors that leads to the lasting
peace of progress.
In an interview on the novel, George Saunders said of the ghosts, “If they
realize they are dead they can leave, and also if they can recognize that their
attachment to life is just not meaningful” (“In Conversation”). At first it seems
that Saunders is suggesting that the ghosts’ lingering stay in the Bardo has
no meaning (perhaps undermining the greater part of the novel)—but this
is precisely the point. The entirety of the novel is a cacophony of characters
delaying the inevitable. Perhaps they’ve spent a day in the Bardo, maybe a
millennium; no matter how much time they’ve been there, the focus is what
lies on the other side. In dealing with grief, humanity tends to take drastic
steps to divert its attention, thus miring itself in a veritable “Bardo,” inside of
which there is nothing but stagnation. In the end, Saunders’s Bardo is not so
different from life, and it becomes a meditation on life. The Bardo becomes the
16
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things we become occupied with and the bizarre aimlessness that life becomes
when we cannot move on. Saunders is right; the things attaching these ghosts
to life, their anesthetics, just aren’t meaningful because without experiencing
the full process of grief, without coming out of the experience with closure
and clarity, everything in between those two points is meaningless and simply
retarding one’s grief.

17
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How Gender Affects
Writing
Jackson’s and Fitzgerald’s Portrayals of
Mental Illness
Cryslin Ledbetter

Since the beginning of published novels, such

as Shikibu’s The Tale of Genji and Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe, authors have
employed the common theme of portraying mental illness within their
characters. Because mental illness has become more abundant in today’s
society, brought on by varying degrees of trauma and stressors that are
becoming more common, it is only appropriate that characters in both Tender
is the Night by F. Scott Fitzgerald and We Have Always Lived in the Castle by
Shirley Jackson resonate with college students. Shirley Jackson, a haunted
mind during the midst of twentieth century sexism and an uproar of female
power, created several works that included supernatural elements in order
to both shock and thrill her readers. Shirley Jackson does not exclude We
Have Always Lived in the Castle from her common mystic, feminist sentimist
explorations. F. Scott Fitzgerald, on the other hand, an author most notably
known for The Great Gatsby, produced Tender is the Night in reference to earthly
afflictions as he writes of his wife’s own battle with schizophrenia; however,
while the plot of this novel contains worthwhile characters, the trauma of the
novel presents conflicts within a patriarchally motivated society and balks
against the archaic principle of male-centered hedonism.

Criterion

Critics fond of Jackson and Fitzgerald have published a substantial
amount of articles both formulating and analyzing arguments that exist in
the aforementioned novels. Fitzgerald’s critics focus on narcissism, dark
romantic qualities, and the American Dream, a topic commonly found
in Fitzgerald’s writings. Tracienne Ravita, in her article “Dick Diver’s
Narcissistic Disturbance in ‘Tender is the Night,’” which revolves around

the male protagonist in this novel, goes as far as stating that “Dick employs
a series of manipulative maneuvers to force her [Nicole] to idealize with
her, while refusing to empathize with her” (62). Her statement remains
undoubtedly true, and readers see Dick’s narcissistic presence throughout
the novel. Jackson’s critics, however, connect with her vigorous modes of
female power, gothicism, and womanliness: “Female self sufficiency, Jackson
suggests, specifically women’s forceful establishment of power over their
own lives, threatens a society in which men hold primary power and leads
inevitably to confrontation” (Carpenter 32). However, critics have yet to
compare the ways these two authors choose to analyze trauma in familial
settings, an analysis which is heavily influenced by gender. Yes, Dick Diver’s
narcissism arguably “drives” Nicole insane, and yes, Jackson heavily
comments on the forceful establishment of female power, but how do these
two novels, written only thirty-two years apart, relate in contemporary
literary criticism? Modern readers will find that the authors utilize different
approaches, such as Fitzgerald’s misogynistic undertones versus Jackson’s
feminist undertones, to showcase their characters’ mental illnesses; however,
no matter their gender, Fitzgerald and Jackson flawlessly formulate an innate
understanding of their characters’ flaws within their novels, accurately
depicting a variety of struggles that inhabit today’s literary generation
through both Jackson’s internal and Fitzgerald’s external glances into their
characters’ traumas.
To begin, Jackson introduces her main character, Merricat, to her audience
with a borderline obscene description which begins the cyclical processes of
Merricat’s trauma and begins to formulate her character flaws. Merricat’s
familial traumas are easily recognized as Jackson states, “I like my sister
Constance, and Richard Plantagenet, and Amanita Phalloides, the death-cup
mushroom. Everyone else in my family is dead” (1). Upon entering the novel,
the reader identifies Merricat and her sister as orphans; however, her family’s
cause of death remains a mystery. By Jackson’s stipulation of the side effects
of parental death, Merricat and Constance are both accompanied by a cloud of
20
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sorrow—a dense cloud that shrouds their presence within the town—signaling
to town residents that the children are unstable. As the novel progresses,
the author delves deeper into Merricat’s unstable emotions and how they
affect those around her. For example, soon after the arrival of Merricat’s and
Constance’s cousin Charles, Merricat begins to formulate a grand plan to
remove him from their household: “He had been lying on the bed, because
it was disarranged, and his pipe, still burning, lay on the table beside the
bed . . . I brushed the saucer and the pipe off the table into the wastebasket”
(99). Without Merricat thinking of the consequences, a recurring theme, her
“brush” of Charles’s pipe does more than banish him from the house; instead,
her careless act causes a series of events in which Merricat and Constance lose
both their house and their Uncle Julian (99). When Merricat’s past trauma of
losing her parents is combined with the current loss of her home (the only
one she has ever known) and the loss of her uncle, Merricat’s losses outweigh
her gains. One final example of mental instability comes at the end of the
novel when Merricat says to Constance, “I am going to put death in all their
food and watch them die.” Constance responds, “The way you did before?”
(110) explicitly stating to the reader for the first time that their parents’ death
was caused by Merricat. These three examples point the reader to Merricat’s
rather revolving, unmitigated effort to solve her problems: death. Through
death, the problem of parental control is eliminated. Through death, Charles,
an unwelcome figure in Merricat’s controlled disaster of a life, is banished.
Through death, Uncle Julian’s overarching eye is closed. As Merricat kills her
family, the reader learns about the never-ending trauma that stems from her
first murders. Through the creation of Merricat’s trauma, Jackson portrays a
grotesque character, burdened by her balk against societal norms much like
the actions of today’s feminists.
By promoting Merricat’s murders as an outlet to relieve stressors,
Jackson’s portrayal of mental illness embodies feminist undertones, ultimately
connecting her main character to her own struggles and employing an
internal viewpoint understood by her readers. In her essay “Madness at ‘The
Divided Self’ in the Works of American Female Authors,” Katherine Sweat
claims, “This sense of emptiness, fostered by feelings of estrangement from
a world outside of the domestic sphere, was familiar to Jackson herself.” She
continues by noting the presence of the male in Jackson’s story:
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Notably, it is their selfish and patriarchal cousin Charles who threatens this
arrangement, as his domineering male presence in the house soon becomes

the catalyst for the collapse of Merricat and Constance’s safety and comfort.
In this sense, Jackson is able to emphasize the threat of external, specifically
male, pressures to the tenuous identity that women are able to sustain. (59)

By connecting the male presence to Merricat’s descent into madness
as well as Jackson’s feminist views, Sweat accurately synthesizes Jackson’s
unique portrayal of mental illness. To begin, Jackson constructs Merricat’s
illness with an internal lens, looking into herself and her struggles, stressors,
and pressures. Afterward, Merricat’s internal problems come to light within
the story, as what was once a mystery of how her parents died becomes a
typical chain of events, notably, with the strong male characters perishing. In
this way, Jackson writes of the male pressures that exist in her own life; more
specifically, Jackson’s husband acted as one of her strongest critics. In The
Letters of Shirley Jackson, a collection of unmailed letters written by Jackson
before her death, Jackson describes her husband as being “belittling” and
she delves into the nature of his brutality, concluding that she would rather
avoid showing her work to her husband for this reason (499). With Jackson’s
internal seclusion from her husband in mind, the reader must observe that
Merricat’s mental illness is only achieved by writing through an internal
lens; therefore, Merricat must be the narrator in order for the reader to learn
her, and only her, thoughts, emotions, and motives.
In conjunction with Jackson’s frequent feminist undertones, critics of
Jackson have reassessed Jackson through a feminist lens by connecting her
with the characters in her novels. Angela Hague, in “A Faithful Anatomy of
Our Times: Reassessing Shirley Jackson,” comments:
By focusing on her female characters’ isolation, loneliness, and fragmenting
identities, their simultaneous inability to relate to the world outside

themselves or to function autonomously, and their confrontation with an

inner emptiness that often results in mental illness, Jackson displays in
pathological terms the position of many women in the 1950s. (74)

Jackson’s thorough understanding of “isolation,” “loneliness,” and
“fragmenting identities” directly relates to her own life, as seen through
her husband’s narrative of Jackson’s struggles with presenting herself, and
subsequently, her work, to the world (Hague 74). In the same way, Merricat
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struggles with accessing the world around her, shying away from the
neighbors that attempt to help her work through her trauma. Through this
solitary point of view, the reader is cut off from the rest of the characters just
as Merricat is cut off from the rest of the world, and overall, the author’s
madness becomes Merricat’s madness becomes the reader’s madness.
Jackson’s meticulous dive into murder, illness, and confinement formulates

an unparalleled view into the effects of societal pressures—pressures that are
easily understood by modern female readers.
On the other hand, Fitzgerald employs an external approach to showcase
his main character’s mental illness. Nicole Diver, the wife of a healthy
physician, becomes engulfed in a plethora of triggers as her husband begins
to fall for a younger, wealthy actress. By neglecting his wife, Dick once again
leaves Nicole to her own devices, devices that include a teenage diagnosis
of schizophrenia, depression, and breakdowns. Not only does Nicole suffer
from a series of mental illnesses, but Dick’s conflict with alcoholism and
adultery further strains their marriage. Fitzgerald, unlike Jackson, introduces
the reader to a variety of mental illnesses through external description
within a third-person omniscient narrator. The reader first learns of Nicole’s
afflictions within Book Two of the novel as Fitzgerald transitions from Dick’s
affair to Nicole’s backstory: “Diagnosis: Divided Personality. Acute and
down-hill phase of the illness. The fear of men is a symptom of the illness
and is not at all constitutional. . . . The prognosis must be reserved” (165).
Throughout the early years of her treatment, Dr. Gregory focuses on Nicole’s
diagnosis and the triggers that caused her ailment; therefore, Nicole’s
impending relationship with Dick could severely affect her ability to recover.
The reader learns of Nicole’s treatments not from herself but instead from
her male doctors. After her stay in Switzerland for treatment, Nicole and
Dick marry. Throughout the first years of marriage, Dick struggles to uphold
Nicole’s failing health through extensive travel, but through the only firstperson account in the novel, Nicole writes to her sister, “That was why
he took me travelling but after my second child, my little girl, Topsy, was
born everything got dark again” (Fitzgerald 208). With a vague account of
Nicole’s depressive episode, Fitzgerald signals the reader to Nicole’s second
mental breakdown, brought on by her child’s birth. The reader must note
that her first child, a boy, did not create a breakdown. Lastly, Nicole’s final act
of defiance towards Dick, signaling yet another mental breakdown, occurs
when she purposefully crashes her car with the children inside: “the car
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swerved violently left, swerved right, tipped on two wheels. . . . She was
laughing hilariously, unashamed, unafraid, unconcerned. No one coming
on the scene would have imagined that she had caused it” (Fitzgerald 249).
With her final act of defiance against men, Nicole’s slip back into madness
is complete. Nicole, in most scenes of the novel, relies on Dick to “drive”
her, both literally and figuratively, to where she needs to go in life. In this

scene, however, Nicole literally takes control of her own life as she steers
the car into blackness—a blackness very much representative of the negative
personality occurring throughout her illness. She puts not only herself but
also her children in danger, once again concluding that her split personality
has taken effect. All in all, each instance of Nicole’s insanity comes randomly,
usually after an argument or relationship with a man, and thoroughly
described by a male.
Fitzgerald’s utilization of external description through a third-person
narrator in his novel regarding Nicole Diver’s fall into mental illness
directly opposes Jackson’s intrinsic methods and feminist undertones. While
Jackson’s method employs a heavy feminist undertone, Fitzgerald chooses to
focus more on the misogynistic counterpart of the feminist movement. Even
though he does not directly construct his characters to admonish Nicole, the
constant male figures, who set out to save the afflicted, gesture misogyny, and
instead of solely focusing on Nicole, Fitzgerald instead chooses to comment
on how Nicole’s actions affect the men in her life: “He [Dick] could not watch
her disintegrations without participating in them” (247). Fitzgerald only
gives Nicole male doctors despite her fear of men, written in her diagnosis.
Some may argue that this is due to the time period of the early twentieth
century because not many female doctors existed at the time; however, with
the constant reminder of the Warrens’ money, it is possible that Nicole’s
father could have found a female psychiatrist more equipped to handle the
details of her diagnosis. The reader learns that Nicole’s fear of men stems
from her rape by her father. This small detail becomes very significant when
the reader delves into the connotation behind the name Dick. This phallic
nickname for Richard once again afflicts Nicole, furthering her fear of men,
and overall, sex with men. In order to regain control of her life, Nicole arguably
utilizes sex as an outlet with Dick, proving to herself that her rape does not
define her; however, through her outlet, she suffers a series of breakdowns.
In a detailed analysis of the effects of Nicole’s relation with Dick, Tiffany
Joseph in “‘Non-Combatant’s Shell-Shock’: Trauma and Gender in F. Scott
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Fitzgerald’s Tender Is the Night,” suggests, “Through Dick’s embodiment of
the paternal / protective father / lover position, Dick and Nicole reenact
the incestuous relationship that instigated Nicole’s illness” (67). In many
instances during the novel, the reader connects Nicole’s breakdowns with
either communications with or actions stemming from her relationship with
Dick; however, the mere presence or reenactment of her former incestuous

relationship with her father promotes Nicole’s downfall into madness
and a relapse of her schizophrenia. Notably, Nicole’s breakdown after her
second child occurs due to the child being a girl. The reader can infer that
with Topsy’s birth, Nicole’s fear resurfaces as she imagines what happened
to her could also happen to her child. With Nicole continually surrounding
herself with reminders of her rape, her breakdowns are not without cause;
instead, they are understood by readers as certain triggers such as feeling
out of control (as seen in Book One during the family’s party and after
Topsy’s birth) commence Nicole’s breakdowns. This normalcy balks against
Fitzgerald’s claim of insanity; however, the definition of insanity as it relates
to Nicole remains ambiguous in this novel. As Jessica Frost concludes in
her article “F. Scott Fitzgerald and mental illness in ‘Tender is the Night,’”
“Fitzgerald’s exposition of mental illness is one of ambiguity as he chooses
to purposefully blur the boundaries between sanity and insanity, reversing
the relationship of his doctor figure and mental patient and undermining
societal expectations.” The author chooses to describe how Nicole’s illness
affects the male figures who surround her, such as her husband, her doctor,
and her father; however, if the author would have employed a different tactic
of focusing solely on Nicole’s ailments, her story, and her own emotions,
as Jackson did with Merricat, the misogynistic undertones of his story and
Nicole’s illness would disappear.
Despite their profound differences in showcasing characters with mental
illness, Jackson and Fitzgerald embody various similarities within their
writing. For example, both authors construct novels which revolve around
the mental illnesses that they experienced firsthand. Jackson’s portrayal of
agoraphobia is apparent in all of her works, mostly in We Have Always Lived
in the Castle, as Constance refuses to leave her home after being acquitted of
murder. By the same token, Fitzgerald’s inspiration comes not from himself
but instead from his mentally ill wife: “Although Zelda was treated for
schizophrenia, mental-health experts later would contest both the diagnosis
and recovery regimen. . . . From June 1930 to September 1931, Zelda lived at Les
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Rives de Prangins Clinic in Nyon, Switzerland” (Curnutt). With this in mind,
Nicole Diver in Tender is the Night heavily reflects Zelda’s afflictions, down
to the place of treatment; therefore, both authors were heavily influenced
and surrounded by the never-ending afflictions of mental illness which were
showcased within their writings. With a personal connection to illnesses,
both writers formulate an innate understanding of their effects on society
and the family involved, presenting the reader with a better understanding
of other characters within the novels.
In conclusion, Fitzgerald and Jackson, both broadly recognized writers
of their time, employ different strategies to showcase main characters
with debilitating mental illness. Jackson’s use of internal understanding
accompanied with hints of feminism, creating a cyclical process in which her
illness expands to the reader, is not generally employed but is so vigorously
effective with modern readers. On the other hand, Fitzgerald steps back
from an up-close and personal description of Nicole Diver, instead relying
on the external male presence to describe her for the reader as he creates an
impersonal relationship between the reader and Nicole. All the while, both
authors’ unique strategies bring the modern reader closer to connecting and
understanding those afflicted with the daily struggle of surviving what the
world has to offer.
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Kindness in the Bardo
Empathy as a Catalyst for Healing in Victims
of Dissociation
Julia Chopelas

In George Saunders' Lincoln in the Bardo, a host

of undead characters find themselves in a spiritual limbo based on the bardo,
the Tibetan term for transitional state. Although they won’t admit it to
themselves, Roger Bevins III and Hans Vollman, best friends in the graveyard,
are most certainly dead. The exact parameters of what constitutes the bardo
for Bevins, Vollman, and the other ghosts remain hazy, but discovering what
the ghosts are rather than where they are is the key to their eventual liberation.
Despite their supernatural makeup as ghosts, Bevins and Vollman bear
strong psychological resonance with the living: they are human, heartbroken,
and lost. Bevins slit his wrists during a heartbreak-induced suicide (25), and
Vollman died just before a long-awaited consummation with his wife (5). A
breaking of the bardo stasis occurs as the ghosts watch in awe as President
Abraham Lincoln returns to the crypt in the graveyard where his young son
Willie is entombed to hold him one last time, “cradling his son’s body like a
Pietà” (Grady). Such a powerful expression of affection that reaches beyond
the bounds of death demonstrates to the ghosts that “we were perhaps not
so unlovable as we had come to believe” (70). Emboldened by “Lincoln’s
empathy, and his ability to treat the dead with respect and affection,” Bevins,
Vollman, and the Reverend Everly Thomas “resolve to save Willie’s soul
and convince him to pass on to the afterlife” (Grady). At the novel’s climax,
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the ghosts rush inside of Lincoln, trying to connect him back to Willie, but
something else happens that they didn’t expect. Within this mass possession,
they discover the same empathy Lincoln demonstrated but for each other.
They see and feel each other’s experiences as one and reassociate their lost
memories of trauma which bind them in the bardo. Bevins' and Vollman’s
psychological healing leads to spiritual deliverance from the bardo state.

For the ghosts of Oak Hills Cemetery, the inefficient coping mechanism
of dissociation perpetuates their afterlife imprisonment. For ghosts who
stay in the bardo, “the results are catastrophic: They deteriorate, mentally
and physically, and become entrapped by a carapace of demonic souls that
slowly drives them mad” (Grady). Bevins and Vollman suffer from a variety
of dissociative symptoms, their minds’ psychological defense against the
trauma that has unfortunately carried itself far beyond the grave. A common
yet bewildering reaction to trauma, “dissociation is a disconnection between
a person’s thoughts, memories, feelings, actions or sense of who she or he is’’
(Wang). The state of Bevins and Vollman as ghosts possesses psychological
as well as physiological implications consistent with dissociative disorders.
Saunders explains, “They’re stuck kind of in the condition they were in at
the moment of death . . . if they were worried about something or feeling
shortchanged, or in love or in hate, they suddenly are in this other place . . .
and desperately trying to stay there” (“George Saunders’ new novel”). This
“other place” is the bardo, and “there” refers to the state of mind or condition
in which they died. Whether it be “in love or hate,” these ghosts carry their
unresolved trauma with them into the afterlife and, as a coping mechanism,
have dissociated from the reality of what happened to them. In order to leave
the bardo, Bevins and Vollman must first come to terms with the reality of
their deaths and then recover and resolve whatever painful memory binds
them there.
Understanding dissociation requires a little background on where it
exists in the realm of contemporary psychiatry. While a typical DSM-5
diagnosis of PTSD still generally stems from extreme experiences like
exposure to war, physical assault, sexual violence, or torture (“Dissociative
Disorders”), experiences with trauma are common and dissociation often
occurs in individuals who don’t have a clinical diagnosis of PTSD. John
Barnhill explains that the symptoms associated with dissociative disorders
often seriously impact the “consciousness, memory, identity, emotion,
perception, body representation, and behavior” of the individuals who suffer
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from them. For Bevins and Vollman, their deepest trauma comes from one
of the most common distresses of human nature: heartbreak. Dissociative
experiences are likely to affect “half the population at some point,” and it is
precisely because they are so common that they often go unnoticed by both
clinicians and patients, Barnhill states. Rather than ignoring their symptoms
because they may not indicate a full-scale PTSD diagnosis, understanding

the psychological implications of dissociation enables us to read Bevins and
Vollman not just as spirits having a supernaturally induced memory lapse,
but as humans like us having a common psychological reaction to everyday
trauma. In his work on the effects of trauma on individuals and populations,
Dominick LaCapra explains that “the radically disorienting experience of
trauma often involves a dissociation between cognition and affect” (117),
which can be both incredibly disorienting for the victim as well as nearly
impossible to explain or convey. Ezra Klein says that Saunders' work “is
very centrally concerned” with a particular question that sheds light into
the motivation behind Saunders' dysfunctional yet incredibly human ghosts:
“How are we kind to each other in a world that does not always create space
for that?” (“Transcript”). Bevins and Vollman create that space for kindness
in their own world of the bardo as they meet each other where they stand as
victims of trauma and dissociation, lending them the empathy required to
help each other reassociate and heal.
For the ghosts in the graveyard, the concept of “sick boxes” aligns with
a dissociative unreality response to trauma, a psychological disorientation
of mind, self, and body. The ones who tarry refer to their coffins as their
“sick boxes.” If they convince themselves that they’re only sick and not dead,
there’s hope for recovery and a return to their past life to resolve what they
left behind. After fatally cutting himself, Bevins throws himself down the
stairs hoping to be discovered by one of the servants “so that [he] may be
revived, and rise” (Saunders 27). Similarly, Vollman believes he is only laying
in his “sick box” until he can recover from his head injury, the only thing
standing between him and a long-awaited consummation with his wife.
Bevins and Vollman’s inability to admit that they are dead can be explained
by understanding dissociative reactions to trauma. Dissociative disorders are
divided into three basic categories, dissociative identity disorder, dissociative
amnesia, or depersonalization or derealization disorder (Wang). Bevins and
Vollman’s belief that they are still alive is consistent with the derealization
disorder of dissociation, “experiences of unreality or detachment from one’s
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mind, self, or body.” The predominant feeling associated with dissociative
unreality is of the “split self, with one part observing and one participating”
(“Dissociative Disorders”). Bevins and Vollman know that whatever entity
possesses their ghost forms can no longer animate the bodies that lie in their
coffins, but they also don’t recognize that they’re dead. This is one of the
ways they “desperately [try] to stay ‘there,’” in the condition in which they

died, allowing them to tarry in the bardo (“George Saunders’ new novel”).
Dissociative unreality has physiological as well as psychological
implications, and Bevins and Vollman’s unresolved trauma has a startling
effect on the visual appearance of their ghost forms. Vollman’s body bears
the physiological manifestations of his traumatic death. His head still bears
the “awful dent” where the beam hit him, his nose flattened out from the
same strike, “body like a dumpling,” pinched and disformed (28). As Willie
Lincoln describes him, “‘Bevins’ had several sets of eyes / all darting to and
fro / Several noses / all sniffing / he had multiple sets of hands, or else
his hands were so quick they seemed to be many.” Most hauntingly, Bevins’
ghost form still bears “slashes on every one of his wrists.” The slashes remain
as a physiological indication of the physical trauma of his suicide just as
psychological trauma sears itself into the mind. Sometimes Bevins’ extra
eyes, noses, and hands multiply and cover his form so that his body is no
longer visible. Bevins’ ghostly form bears an excess of appendages that are
desperate at a chance to feel again. Because he had “come so close to losing
everything,” Bevins the ghost now intends to “devoutly wander the earth
. . . touching, tasting, standing very still among the beautiful things of the
earth” (Saunders 27). Detached from his human body, his ghost form has
adapted itself to catch any hint of sensory pleasure it can, but to no avail.
His ghostly form bears no resemblance to his body in life as dissociative
unreality takes over and shapes the physiological appearance of his ghost
form. Bennet Braun emphasizes that dissociation is “a powerful concept for
looking at human coping mechanisms,” but that the side effects can make
this particular coping mechanism a stumbling block in patients’ lives longterm. He says, “The escape is often maladaptive, and that leads the patient
to the therapist, to prison, or to a life of misery” (5). The trauma Vollman
and Bevins experienced has quite literally determined the physiological
conditions of their ghost forms as they dissociate from the painful reality that
they are now dead, a physical indication that extensive psychological healing
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and reassociation are still desperately needed before Bevins and Vollman will
be well enough to escape the bardo.
Despite the distortion of their bodies and the psychological loss of
self that comes with it, Bevins and Vollman are intent on remaining in the
bardo. Together with the Reverend Everly Thomas, Bevins and Vollman
have managed to remain in the bardo longer than anyone else. As Saunders

explains, they do this by “repeating their grievances” (“George Saunders’
new novel”). Later on in the novel, Bevins realizes that they were able to
stay so long by “deeply and continuously [dwelling] upon one’s primary
reason for staying; even to the exclusion of all else . . . constantly looking
for opportunities to tell one’s story” (Saunders 255–56). In this way, Bevins
and Vollman exemplify what LaCapra identifies as an “acting out” of
trauma, defined largely by its “compulsive repetition” (119). He explains the
tendency in trauma victims to transform their trauma into “a foundational
experience,” one which defines the “very basis of an existence” for the victim
and can dangerously sacralize a traumatic event into the sublime (115). This
eradicates any desire in the victim to overcome or reassociate the traumatic
memory but rather cling to it desperately as a way of clinging to their sense of
self. Throughout the novel, Bevins and Vollman have a sympathetic listener
in each other as they retell the accounts of their deaths, demonstrating this
maladaptive form of coping. Bevins and Vollman are fixated on sharing
and resharing their traumatic memories, because, as LaCapra points out,
moving on can feel like a betrayal to either the experience or “those who
were destroyed by the events,” (123) in this case, themselves. Their pain has
become foundational to their existence in the bardo and who they are as posthumans, but this “acting out” of trauma forestalls the necessary cognitive
restructuring they need to escape the miserable feedback loop of the bardo.
Underscoring the centrality of this concept to the novel as a whole—
that a hyperfocus on your unsatisfactory life and pain will keep you in the
bardo— the novel opens with Vollman’s backstory. After the death of his
first wife, Hans Vollman feared that he would never fall in love or be wanted
again. He was a “lonely middle-aged fellow, with no hopes at all, who only
worked and drank” (328). Against the heartbreak of his first wife’s passing
and his fears of loneliness, Vollman saw his second wife for the first time, “a
radiant young woman,” yet he was a “heavy-set, limping wooden toothed
forty-six-year-old printer.” But “for the first time in years, [Vollman] felt he
had something to offer, and someone to whom he hoped he might be allowed
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to offer it” (328). Vollman realized that their marriage was “strange,” and
“had its roots not in love but expedience.” Because of this, Vollman didn’t
expect an intimate relationship with his second wife. They became “Dear
friends. That was all. And yet that was so much” (3). With time, however,
their affection for each other grew and she expressed her desire to “expand
the frontiers of our happiness together in that intimate way to which I am,

as yet, a stranger.” On the very day they decided to explore their new and
intimate relationship, Vollman was struck over the head with a beam at his
printing office and killed before they had the chance. As his story reaches
its conclusion, the ending of which is unavoidably the fact that he has
died, Vollman struggles to speak clearly. He’s confused, still suffering from
dissociative unreality; he realizes neither that he is actually dead norwhy his
story ends here. He hesitates, tripping over his thoughts: “Per the advice of
my physician, I took to my—/ A sort of sick-box was judged—was judged to
be—” “Efficacious,” Bevins jumps in, “Efficacious, yes. Thank you, friend.”
“Always a pleasure,” Bevins responds. “Always” indicates that this is a
common occurrence. Bevins and Vollman swap stories, specifically these same
two stories, frequently. When either Vollman or Bevins loses track of where
they were going, the other jumps in to help finish their thoughts because they
already know every detail. Together, they make a conscious effort to repeat
them aloud, always keeping the tragedy they left behind at the forefront
of their minds. As Vollman expresses his frustration and disappointment,
Bevins comforts him: “And yet all things may be borne” (4–5). Rather than
encouraging Vollman to move on, Bevins urges him to bear this period of
waiting with patience. Bevins’ attempt to comfort Vollman only encourages
his dissociative unreality, giving him false hope that he might still recover
and leave his “sick box,” when the truth is that Vollman will never have the
chance to return to his wife.
This narrative concept is repeated with the roles reversed as Bevins
relates the story of his death to Vollman and Willie Lincoln. As a young boy,
Bevins had “a certain predilection” which to him “felt quite natural and
even wonderful,” but to his family, his teachers, and the clergy, perverse
and unacceptable. He found acceptance in a secret romantic relationship
with another young man, Gilbert. In what Bevins describes as “stops-andstarts, and fresh beginnings, and heartfelt resolutions, and betrayals of those
resolutions,” Gilbert and Bevins’ relationship eventually crumbles. Gilbert
tells Bevins that Gilbert must “live correctly.” Citing the impossibility of
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being with Gilbert as his motivation, Bevins recollects, “I took a butcher knife
to my room and . . . I slit my wrists rather savagely over a porcelain tub”
(Saunders 25). Bevins also struggles when he reaches the death point of his
narrative because, like Vollman, he has dissociated himself from the reality of
his death. Dodging the moment of his death, Bevins has a habit of launching
into monologues about the beauty of life, something Vollman tries to stop

him from doing. “I settled myself woozily down on the floor, at which time
. . . I changed my mind.” Starting here, Bevins falls into his familiar habit of
marveling at the wonders of life but Vollman jumps in: “Sir. Friend . . . Am
I—am I doing it again? . . . You are. / Take a breath. All is well” (26). But all
is certainly not well in the bardo for Bevins and Vollman. They don’t even
look like themselves anymore, with their bodies distorted into physiological
manifestations of their trauma and pain. Enabling each other’s tendencies to
dissociate from reality, they are in a constant feedback loop of telling the same
stories, unable to recognize that they are not in their “sick boxes” waiting to
recover, but are, in fact, irrevocably dead. Vollman has to settle these little
“coagiations” (137) by ensuring that Bevins does not focus on what was good
in life. Dwelling too deeply on anything other than “one’s primary reason
for staying” can lead to a departure from the bardo, something Bevins and
Vollman avoid at all costs.
As veterans of the bardo, Bevins and Vollman hold the other ghosts who
depart in open contempt, resentful of their lack of trauma or perhaps their
ability to deal with it more constructively. According to them, these souls
have foolishly “Surrendered / Succumbed / Capitulated” (Saunders 144) by
leaving the bardo, “ And for what?” Bevins asks, “You do not know. / A most
intelligent wager” (140). Bevins and Vollman are unsure of what lies beyond
the bardo and are not willing to risk finding out. Is the next sphere like this
place, or is there a possibility that it might be even worse? Because the pain in
their mortal lives was so significant and still remains unresolved, the thought
of moving on to any existence other than the one they now inhabit terrifies
Bevins and Vollman.
The ghost of a young soldier, Captain William Prince, represents in
miniature the process necessary to escape the bardo. He enters in high
emotional distress but discovers quickly what binds him there, enabling him
to leave the bardo almost immediately. Speaking beyond the grave to his
wife, he says: “I feel I must not linger. In this place of great sadness . . . But am
Confin’d, Mind & Body, and unable, as if manacled, to leave” (Saunders 137).
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Saunders explains that if the ghosts “can recognize that they’re dead, they
can leave” (“In Conversation”). Prince still believes he is waiting for a nurse
after a frightening battle of “unholy slaughter and fear.” Looking down at
his body in its coffin, Prince comes to the painful, more accurate conclusion:
“It is uncomfortable to behold,” noting the “sad look on the (burned!) face”
(Saunders 137–38). Referring to his own face as the face rather than my face

demonstrates his psychological distancing from the dead body and his
spirit. He realizes there is no hope for that mangled body to live again and
effectively comes to terms with his death. Unlike Bevins and Vollman, Prince
is able to overcome the dissociative unreality that other ghosts in the bardo
still suffer from, the idea that they might yet rise from their “sick boxes” and
return to life as they left it. Coming to terms with the reality of their death is
the first necessary step in escaping the bardo, but this alone is not sufficient
for a full departure.
After Captain William Prince recognizes that he is dead, he still needs
to resolve whatever was distressing him in his moment of death in order
to leave the bardo. While accepting death is the first step for the ghosts,
Saunders explains that it also requires “some insight into the fact that their
attachment to life is really not meaningful” for them to successfully depart
(“In Conversation”). While the ghosts’ attachments may be misguided, “not
meaningful” does not equate to being insignificant. Their attachments to life
are so overwhelming that they perform dissociative mental acrobatics to
avoid even thinking about them. Carrying his unresolved trauma with him,
Prince arrives in the condition he was in at death, hating himself for cheating
on his wife.
Because Captain Prince is so ashamed of his behavior, it takes some effort
for him to retrieve and therefore reassociate that particular traumatic memory
into his conscious present. This traumatic memory is the key memory he
needs to move on from the bardo. Individuals often dissociate from traumatic
memories “because part or all of the event overwhelmed the individual’s
capacity to process it” (Sachs 478), often leading to dissociative amnesia. A
trauma-induced erasure of memory, dissociative amnesia is characterized by
an “inability to recall important information, usually of a traumatic or stressful
nature, that cannot be explained with ordinary forgetfulness” (“Dissociative
Disorders”). Victims of dissociative amnesia describe various feelings: “I
cannot remember anything about certain important events in my life, such
as my final examinations or wedding day,” or that “entire blocks of time drop
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out and that I cannot remember what I did then” (Vanderlinden 41–46). While
this reaction may initially seem strange, it makes sense that trauma may be
pushed to the back of our minds or even erased until we are strong enough
to deal with it. The pioneering psychologist in the field of dissociation, Pierre
Janet, “was the first to show clearly and systematically how [dissociation]
is the most direct psychological defense against overwhelming traumatic

experiences” (Van Der Hart 1). Unfortunately, these memories can be pushed
back so far that we lose them completely unless we can recover them.
For Prince, recovering and processing his traumatic memories is essential
to escaping the bardo. Struggling to orient himself, he remarks, “I must seek
& seek: What is it that keeps me in this abismal Sad place?” (Saunders 138).
LaCapra argues that “while we may work on its symptoms, trauma, once it
occurs, is a cause that we cannot directly change or heal” (119). However,
psychologists have found that while being careful to “[honor] the dissociative
defense” by taking steps gradually, planned memory retrieval sessions can
in fact “facilitate cognitive restructuring,” (Sachs 480) which can reverse
the symptoms of dissociative amnesia. This kind of memory processing is
exactly what Captain Prince does next. After viewing his body in its coffin,
Prince realizes “what [he] must do to get free . . . Which is tell the TRUTH”
(Saunders 138). No longer dissociating from whatever reality he was in when
he first arrived, Prince does the psychological work to “seek & seek.” While
Prince first wondered “What it is that keeps [him]” here, he now recalls what
was upsetting him at his moment of death. Speaking to his wife, Prince says,
“Laura send the little ones away & see that they cannot hear what comes next”
(139). This line indicates both Prince’s shame at recalling this memory as well
as his mental preparation to return to a painful moment of trauma he doesn’t
want to relive again. If retraumatization occurs, efforts at memory processing
can cause more harm than good, as some victims state: “I can remember
so vividly something that happened formerly, that I have the feeling I am
reliving it” (Vanderlinden 33). Despite the risks, many psychologists insist
that memory processing is “key to the treatment of trauma victims,” and that
“reassociating the events that were originally dissociated during the trauma
is essential for the recovery of the client” (Sachs 476). Prince bravely pushes
on, confessing to Laura that “[he] consorted with the smaller of the two”
prostitutes in a moment of weakness on the battlefront far from home. Bevins
watches as Prince frantically paces, when “the familiar, yet always bonechilling, firesound associated with the matterlightblooming phenomenon”
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(Saunders 139–40) was heard, and Prince was gone. Prince moved this painful
event from “a traumatic remembrance to a place in narrative memory wherein
[he] knows it occurred in the past and has a good cognitive understanding
of the event” (Sachs 480), allowing him “now to leave this wretched [place]”
(Saunders 140). Effectively recognizing his death and then taking the steps
to restore and process his traumatic memories, Captain William leaves the

bardo almost as swiftly as he entered it.
Unlike Captain William Prince, Bevins and Vollman have yet to recover
the lost traumatic memories that bind them in the bardo. While personal
determination and mental grit were sufficient for Captain William Prince to
recover and process his most painful memory, it takes an entire host of other
ghosts’ memories, emotions, and perspectives to recover what Bevins and
Vollman have lost to trauma. A visit from Abraham Lincoln to the crypt to
see his son Willie becomes the catalyst for their desperately needed memory
retrieval, as a mass possession of Lincoln’s body works as a psychological
incubator with the right conditions for the ghosts to discover the true realities
of both their lives and deaths.
While most children leave the bardo within minutes, Willie Lincoln
has been there all night. Like Bevins and Vollman, Willie’s condition as a
ghost also reflects his pain at the moment of death. Feeling “short changed”
(“George Saunders’ new novel”), Willie doesn’t think he should have left
his mortal life yet. Despite the Reverend’s entreaties to Willie to move on
as other children do, he yearns to go back: “It is soon to be spring / The
Christmas toys barely played with . . . Soon flowers will bloom.” Willie feels
he must wait for his mother and father and that “they will come shortly. To
collect [him]” (Saunders 29–30). Afraid of what will happen if Willie stays,
the Reverend, Bevins, and Vollman conclude that they must bring Lincoln
to a reunion with Willie that will enable the young boy to let go (31–33). By
virtue of being ghosts, they have the ability to possess and therefore influence
the thoughts and actions of the living, and Vollman enters Lincoln via this
l’occupation (230). Inside Lincoln’s mind, Vollman hears his thoughts as he
finally acknowledges that Willie’s body is not him anymore, “The essential
thing (that which was bourne, that which we loved) is gone” (245). Lincoln
is about to leave the cemetery, but the ghosts are desperate to detain him
in order to free Willie while “his eternity lies in the balance” (246). Vollman
quickly realizes that his influence alone “was insufficient,” and asks Bevins
and the Reverend to enter Lincoln as well (249). Other ghosts watching in
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the graveyard, desperate for something to shift their existence in the bardo,
suddenly “leap” into the President as well. As dozens of spirits possess
Lincoln’s body all at once, “So many wills, memories, complaints, desires”
combined, a miracle occurs. “We were normally so alone. / Fighting to stay.
/ Afraid to err” Vollman says, as they “instantaneously [recollect]” their lost
memories (254). Bevins describes this sensation “like flowers from which

placed rocks had just been removed” (256). Within this mass l’occupation, the
ghosts access “glimpses of one another’s minds,” no longer just listening to
each other’s stories but expanding far beyond their individual and limited
capacities. They are able to see and feel each other’s experiences as if they
were their own.
The collective consciousness of other ghosts in the graveyard lends
Bevins and Vollman an ability they couldn’t muster on their own to recover
and reassociate the memories that they had previously lost. As this cognitive
restructuring unfolds, Bevins and Vollman even begin to look like themselves
again, their psychological healing restoring their physiological appearance
“somewhat to our natural fullness.” Looking at Bevins, Vollman no longer
sees “a difficult-to-look-at clustering of eyes, noses, hands,” but rather “an
appealing young fellow, with the proper number of everything” (Saunders
256–57). A supernatural power for empathy now possible, Bevins and
Vollman see each other in a new light not just as their appearances change
but as they tap into each other’s lost memory banks.
As Bevins and Vollman achieve the ability to see into the minds and
hearts of others inside of Lincoln, they are also granted a keener insight into
the truth behind their own memories, but the memory processing required
to leave the bardo proves as painful for them as it was for William Prince.
Vollman notices that “suddenly Mr. Bevins did not look well. / His flesh
was thin as parchment. Tremors ran through his body” (326), as he recalls
the painful truth that drove him to his suicide, a memory he had dissociated
from completely. Gilbert didn’t choose Bevins as his lover; he was now in a
relationship with another man that he found more handsome and exciting.
Bevins staggeringly recalls, “The morning of my—/ The morning that I—/ I
had seen Gilbert. At the baker’s. / Yes. Yes I had. / My God.” His thoughts'
coming in short bursts, communicated as short, separate lines of text, conveys
Bevins’ painful struggle to recall this memory. Repeating certain phrases,
telling himself, “Yes. Yes I had,” as he tries to verify the information from the
only place he can: his own memory banks. “The morning of my’’ refers to his
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suicide; we know now that he killed himself the same day of this meeting.
Bevins forgot this memory existed. He hasn’t neglected to share it because
it’s too painful, but as a coping mechanism, he dissociated and forgot it even
happened. “Gilbert whispered something to him and they shared a laugh. At
my expense, it seemed. The world went flat . . . me, crest fallen in that baker’s
doorway, loaf in hand.” Here, Bevins questions their entire relationship. Had

Gilbert lied to him about his decision to “live rightly,” or had he had just
chosen someone else he loved more? As the couple approaches Bevins, he
sees “this new fellow (he was so beautiful) raising an eyebrow, as if to say,
That? That is him? . . . Then another killing laugh-burst” (326–27). The “killing
laugh-burst” suggests that this moment killed whatever motivation Bevins
had to live psychologically and more powerfully than even his suicide had
physically killed him. As the cognitive restructuring takes place, Bevins’ form
“flickered between the various selves he had been in that previous place,”
the last one a physiological manifestation of the aftermath of seeing Gilbert
with someone else, indicating its position as Bevins’ most painful memory.
Bevins appeared now as “a red-faced distraught disaster, tears rolling down
his face, butcher knife in hand, porcelain tub in his lap.” Despite the gory,
painful, and sensory elements of Bevins’ memory of his suicide right after
he had cut himself, Bevins remembers those details. It’s the memory of what
drove him to it in the first place that hurt him the most.
Although Bevins’ recollection of Gilbert’s betrayal is significantly painful
for him, he is able to reassociate the event and cognitively restructure it into
the past, just as memory processing works for victims of dissociation. Bevins
remembers when he first arrived in the bardo, telling Vollman, “You were
so kind to me . . . Calmed me down. Convinced me to stay” (327). The best
way he knew how to avoid further pain, Vollman tried to comfort Bevins by
not allowing him to think too deeply on what he left behind, a dissociative
coping mechanism he uses himself. As things become clearer, Bevins
suddenly remembers that Vollman’s wife came to visit the graveyard, but
Vollman insists it never happened. Though he has pushed it so far back in his
mind that it is almost irretrievable, Vollman’s most heartbreaking memory
must be recovered too, in order to escape the bardo. Gingerly encouraging
him, Bevins addresses Vollman’s apprehensions: “Friend . . . Enough. Let us
speak honestly. I am remembering many things. And I suspect you are too”
(327). While the mass l’occupation became the catalyst for this final, essential
memory retrieval, this line from Bevins indicates that perhaps Bevins and
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Vollman have simultaneously been each other’s shoulder to cry on and
stumbling blocks all along. They have been in the bardo for long “Enough”
and must be honest about their realities, even if it requires revisiting some
significant pain.
Unlike Bevins, Hans Vollman had his heart broken not once but twice,
his second heartbreak intensified beyond the grave. Bevins recalls to Vollman

the time his second wife came to the graveyard to thank Vollman for his
“early kindness towards her.” Bevins heard her express her gratitude, that
Vollman’s graciousness “allowed me to deliver myself, unsullied, to he
who would prove to be the great love of my life” (327). This memory is
excruciating for Vollman, and “tears were rolling down [his] face” as Bevins
speaks. Losing his chance to share his dearly sought and finally returned
affection with his wife in an intimate way is the very fact that she is most
grateful for. Because they never consummated their marriage, she was able
to have her first intimate experience with someone she loved more, “the great
love” of her life, “unsullied.”‘ She only came to say goodbye, to tell Vollman
that she would be unable to join him in the next life because she will “lie
beside this new fellow, her husband, who was—.” Here, Vollman begs Bevin
to stop: “Please,” he implores, this memory is too painful for him to bear.
Just like Bevins, Vollman’s flesh “grew thin as parchment, and tremors ran
through his body” as his form “flickered” between his previous selves. One
form manifests the trauma of his first heartbreak, as he appears as a “young
widower, wiping away tears for his first wife,” but the last form indicates the
source of his deepest pain as Bevins' final form did for him. Devastatingly,
Vollman lost his second love in addition to his first, with no hope of being
with her in the hereafter.
Explaining the ghosts’ bardo entrapment, Colson Whitehead says, “They
are tied to their former existences, trapped by an idea of themselves, and can’t
leave until they are ready.” Saunders explains, “If you recognize what you are
you can—you can sort of free the demons a little bit” (“In Conversation,”
emphasis added). This “what” is more than just a reality of being dead;
“what” comprises everything they have been through and everything they
are. “The knowledge of what we were was strong with us now” (329, emphasis
added), Bevins and Vollman realize. Having “flickered” through their most
painful memories in life and let go of the physiological “idea of themselves”
they’d held on to so tightly, Vollman and Bevins are finally ready to escape
the bardo.
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Demonstrated almost exactly parallel to Saunders' conception of
kindness, Bevins and Vollman’s ability to show empathy for each other
enables them to finally escape their misery in the afterlife. For Saunders,
“Kindness is the only non-delusional response to the human condition.”
Explaining this concept further, he says, “Imagine if somebody saw in all the
wrong colors and all the shapes that he saw were incorrect . . . if you are in
that kind of flawed thinking machine, and you see another flawed thinking
machine. . . . You might more reasonably say, oh, wow, you too.” This is
exactly how Bevins and Vollman have tackled their existence in the bardo.
Their dissociation has caused them to see “in all the wrong colors,” quite
literally losing touch with the true reality of their body, mind, and selves.
If you are a “flawed thinking machine,” Saunders adds, “the data’s coming
in, and he’s messing it up.” All this time, Bevins and Vollman have been
distorting the data or reality of their existence in the bardo through their
dissociative reactions to trauma. They are the blind leading the blind. But
despite their delusions, Bevins and Vollman stand together because they have
the shared experience of heartbreak. Recognizing that same stumbling within
themselves enabled them to show real empathy for each other even before
the mass l’occupation. This is Bevins and Vollman’s non-delusional response
to the human condition. This meeting a fellow “flawed thinking machine”
and trying to aid one another, in all their dysfunction, is for Saunders “what
human beings are doing in our little, sweet, pathetic way” (“Transcript”). In
all its inefficiency, what Bevins and Vollman do for each other is the heart of
exactly what Saunders defines as kindness.
The demonstration of compassion that Bevins and Vollman show each
other throughout the novel is a beautiful depiction of human empathy at
work. But while the concept of Saunders' ghosts as victims of dissociation has
inspiring implications, are those implications strong enough to draw accurate
conclusions regarding dissociative disorders if we’re evaluating them within
the supernatural experience of ghosts? Is it too much of a stretch to assume
that Bevins and Vollman’s experience is actually anything like ours in the
land of the living? When writing the novel, Saunders was keenly aware of
the difficulty for readers to relate to a ghost story. “In any fictive enterprise,”
he says, “you’re sort of in an engagement with the reader’s skepticism” (“In
Conversation”). As a short story writer, Saunders was anxious about creating
something as long as a novel. For him, “honoring the reader” is to say: “I
know you’re busy, I know you’re smart, I know you’ve lived; let me not waste
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your time by just merely being performative.” This insight suggests that
despite the fantastical and supernatural nature of the bardo, every element
of Saunders' work is infused with some kind of meaning for the reader and
is not just there for optics. He didn’t choose ghosts because he wanted to do
something strange and experimental, he chose them because he wanted the
narrative to be engaging enough to “raise the questions’’ that readers really

care about (“George Saunders | Lincoln in the Bardo”). Using ghosts instead
of real humans, Saunders is able to explore how individuals deal with their
trauma in a much more compelling and thought-provoking way. Of course,
many of the concepts within the bardo don’t have a real-world psychological
parallel. We don’t have the option of possessing other humans collectively to
enable us to see directly into each other’s minds and hearts, we aren’t trapped
in a limbo state, and our physiological manifestations of trauma don’t take on
bizarre, sometimes monstrous, representations. While the catalyst for Bevins
and Vollman to retrieve their memories via l’occupation is perhaps the most
difficult concept to directly apply to the psychology behind dissociation,
this idea of “expansiveness instead of shrinkage” is precisely the quality in
Lincoln that inspired Saunders to write the book. Inspired by the fact that
he was a real man with limited capabilities just like us, “somehow he was
able to transform all that sorrow into expanding empathy, for everybody”
(“George Saunders’ new novel”).
For Saunders, just like Lincoln, the ghosts in Lincoln in the Bardo are
actually quite human. They are “in the same situation we are. They think
they’re alive and they’re dead. Likewise . . .we think we’re alive, we think
we’re central, we think we’re permanent, we think we’ll be here 6,000 years
from now.” Saunders explains that the “historical snippets” within the novel
function as a “counterweight to the Reader’s innate disbelief in ghosts”
(“Transcript”). Juxtaposing the supernatural with real facts about Lincoln’s
life and history, this ghost story feels a little more grounded in reality. In a
similar vein of thought, we can apply what we know in psychology about
dissociative disorders as a counterbalance to the disbelief towards the more
supernatural elements of the bardo. Instead of looking for direct, one-to-one
comparisons between dissociative disorders and Saunders' ghosts, we can
focus instead on the humanist similarities that occur between them rather
than their more obvious differences. “Perhaps you recognize their dilemma
from your own life,” Whitehead says, and to escape your own bardo in life
“all you need is the right push.” Roger Bevins and Hans Vollman’s experience
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with trauma as ghosts in the bardo, inhabiting a sphere so far removed from
our own physical reality, demonstrates an emotional reality not as far away
that readers can respond to. Saunders' flawed but loveable characters, who
demonstrate compassion for and an urgency to mend each others’ mental
maladies despite their own inefficiencies, are a reminder that we don’t need
to be high-functioning or even mentally or emotionally stable to be kind.
This model of empathy lies at the very heart of the resolution within Lincoln
in the Bardo and might just be “the right push” to show us how to create space
for victims of trauma in ways we hadn’t considered before.
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To Put Her in Her Place
An Interrogation of Death and Gender in
Shakespearean Tragedy
Isabella Zentner

There

is space to frame Shakespeare as a

feminist. After all, his plays are full of complicated, often independent
women. He certainly critiqued and played with social expectations of the
1600s, leading to diverse interpretations of his work. However, as many critics
have, I argue that he was still a product of his time and saw women as having
set, particular roles that needed to be maintained. As one examines the role of
the ideal woman and the societal view of suicide and death in Shakespeare’s
time, it becomes evident that the deaths of tragic heroines, as illustrated in
Macbeth, Antony and Cleopatra, and Titus Andronicus, are intrinsically gendered.
These deaths reflect the way each character has betrayed traditional gender
roles and act as a punishment for that betrayal, forcibly returning her to the
feminine sphere.

Macbeth

At first glance, it seems that Lady Macbeth, the ambitious wife of Macbeth,
fulfilled at least one of the main roles of a woman in the Elizabethan era.
As Rachel Speght states in her work A Mouzell for Melastomus, one of the
responsibilities of a married woman was to act as a counselor to her husband
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and support his decisions. In Act I, Macbeth comes to Lady Macbeth with the
witches’ prophecy. She is supposedly acting for his benefit when she tells him
that they must seize the crown (Macbeth 1.5.1–10, 1.5.58–70). However, she is
not counseling her husband, she is ordering him to take action. She doesn’t
believe he can do what needs to be done. In assuming the responsibility of
the head of the household’s decisions, she places him in a weaker, effeminate
role. At one point, she ponders Macbeth’s qualities:
It is too full o’th’ milk of human kindness

To catch the nearest way. Thou wouldst be great,
Art not without ambition, but without

The illness should attend it. What thou wouldst highly,
That wouldst thou holily; wouldst not play false,
And yet wouldst wrongly win. (1.5.15–21)

Lady Macbeth describes her husband as pure and honest, qualities
that, according to Speght, usually describe a good woman. To take it a step
further, Macbeth is also described as being “too full o’th’ milk of human
kindness.” In the same act, Lady Macbeth begs the spirits to “unsex” her
and exclaims, “Come to my woman’s breasts / And take my milk for gall”
(1.5.45–46). Macbeth is the one with a mother’s milk, not Lady Macbeth.
Lady Macbeth’s feminine qualities have been corrupted by her masculine
ambitions and become “gall.” She is rejecting her femininity in order to step
up into the masculine role she feels her husband is too feminine to fulfill.
She even describes their castle as “my battlements” (1.5.38), not “our” or
“Macbeth’s,” implying that she, not he, is in control over it all.
Such contempt for gender roles and feminine attributes of the day
led to a two-pronged method for Lady Macbeth’s narrative punishment:
hysteria and suicide. In the latter part of the play, Lady Macbeth spirals. She
has visions of blood she can’t scrub out, no matter how hard she tries. She
loses her mind. While the blood is of course a reminder of the murder she
helped commit, I believe it is also Shakespeare reminding the audience of
the femininity she killed within herself. In her “unsex me” monologue, she
says, “Make thick my blood” (1.5.41). As this is followed by her demand to
exchange her breast milk for gall, this could be read as her asking that the
spirits take away another feminine trait: her menstrual cycle. Lady Macbeth
is forced to see the blood over and over again because it is a constant reminder
both to herself and to the audience that she killed the feminine within herself
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for power, and that there is no regaining it now that it is lost. In Women And
Hysteria In The History Of Mental Health, Cecilia Tasca examines how women
have been diagnosed with hysteria and madness for centuries for a variety of
causes, but especially when they strayed out of their traditional roles. Society
saw it as a sign of madness that a woman would consider acting unnaturally.
As Tasca puts it, “afflictions, diseases and depravity of women result from

the breaking away from the normal natural functions.” Shakespeare falls in
line with this tradition, reminding the reader what could happen if a woman
breaks away from her natural roles.
Lady Macbeth dies offstage. That itself is telling. She is no longer a player.
While she started off as the most powerful person in the plot, her ambition
and rejection of her womanhood have left her without her mind and without
power. We are told that she most likely killed herself (5.8.100–102), but her
method and final words remain a mystery. All we know is that it is due
to her hysteria. Hysteria was at times thought to be the work of demons
(Levin 21). This is reinforced by the physician’s statement: “More needs she
the divine than the physician” (5.1.67) (emphasis added). Her hysteria and
subsequent suicide could be read then as divine punishment for the evil she
invited into herself. This idea is reinforced by the Christian ideas of suicide
at the time. While some saw some aspects of “self-murder” as noble, many
others considered suicide to be just as heinous a sin as murder, and worthy
of eternal damnation (Lord). If Shakespeare is in the latter camp, then he not
only punishes Lady Macbeth for her betrayals of gender expectations in this
life but also damns her for them in the next.

Antony and Cleopatra

The English had to reconcile their ideas of femininity and power when Queen
Elizabeth I came to the throne. Thus, it is logical to draw from the British
perception of Elizabeth I’s monarchy when evaluating Cleopatra’s role in
Antony and Cleopatra, which was published relatively soon after Elizabeth I’s
death.
There was a great deal of tension throughout Elizabeth’s reign between
herself, political leaders, and the populace, as many people believed that
her rule was, “if not an unnatural monstrosity, an unusual and in principle
undesirable exception to the regular rule governing human affairs”
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(Collinson). Many people believed that women belonged only in the
private sphere. In response, Elizabeth positioned herself in such a way that
the private sphere she was meant to rule over was her public sphere. She
symbolically placed herself in marriage to England with the English people
as her children. She also presented her maidenly chastity, not as a weakness
or indicator of naivete, but as a noble sacrifice of personal interests (King 30).
Unlike Elizabeth, the Egyptian queen Cleopatra is unable to smoothly
combine her private and public spheres. Jyotsna Singh notes that Cleopatra
seems to leapfrog between personal and public, masculine and feminine,
blurring the lines as she goes. If her relationship with Roman leader Antony
was simply a political ploy, that might be excused, as she is protecting her
nation. It certainly is political at the beginning of their relationship: she goes
out on the Nile in an ostentatious barge, arrayed in gorgeous clothes and
surrounded by servants, and puts both her sexuality and power on display
to awe him and gain political advantage (Antony and Cleopatra 2.2). However,
this political relationship quickly devolves into love and obsession. Cleopatra
is determined to keep her country and maintain her romantic relationship
with Antony, even when it becomes adultery twice over and puts the security
of her nation at risk. She allows her love for him to cloud her judgment in
political decisions again and again. Elizabeth was careful to keep her personal
sphere separate from her public image (Collinson). She presented a unified
front as queen and ruler. In the play, Cleopatra, however, mixes the political
and personal spheres freely—to the downfall of both protagonists.
Cleopatra betrays the role of wife to her nation when her desire for a
romantic relationship with Antony overcomes her responsibility to lead.
If Cleopatra were to pursue a romantic relationship solely for herself, she
would have to conform to the submissive mores of the time. As a queen
and ruler in her own right, naturally, she does not do this. This has lasting
consequences. Willis and Singh separately note that Rome in many ways
represents masculinity. At the very beginning of the play when Antony goes
to see Cleopatra, Roman soldiers say, “Take but good note, and you shall
see in him / The triple pillar of the world transformed / Into a strumpet’s
fool” (1.1.11–13). When he visits her, he is corrupting that masculine ideal
and is “not Antony” (1.1.57; Singh 99). He has become “the strumpet’s fool.”
Because Cleopatra and Antony’s relationship is personal as well as political,
it is unbalanced. The man in a personal romantic relationship must be seen
as superior, especially one meant to embody the masculine Roman ideal.
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Singh puts it this way: “if Antony is to remain the Roman hero, Cleopatra
must be marginalized as the temptress, witch, adulteress” (100). Because
of her tendencies towards “feminine passions” such as pride and self-love
(Wright), Cleopatra becomes a devious stereotype that corrupts Anthony,
who was previously an example of the masculine ideal. She is the one that
initiates their relationship. Her failure to remain solely in the role of queen,

her female-coded weaknesses, and her decision to make the private sphere
public leads to the loss of not only her power and her life but also the life of
Antony and many soldiers. By shifting Cleopatra into the role of temptress,
Shakespeare shifts the responsibility off of Antony and onto Cleopatra.
Despite her other roles, Cleopatra does act as a mother to the Egyptians.
It is frequently shown in the play how much the people love her. Again,
however, because of her feelings for Antony, her priorities shift. In her
Tilbury speech, Elizabeth said she had come “to lay down for my God, and
for my kingdom, and my people, my honour and my blood.” In contrast,
Cleopatra’s priorities rapidly shift away from her kingdom’s (and if we
follow the metaphor of mother of the people, her children’s) well-being.
Everything in this play is tied to the overlap between political and personal.
Once her relationship with Antony is no longer a political move but a deeply
personal relationship, her political ploy turns into a personal weapon that
she has turned against herself. Falling in love with Antony (and then acting
on those feelings in the public sphere) was, in a way, political suicide, and it
follows that it led to her actual, personal suicide later on.
As discussed, Cleopatra is the one that initiated the adultery. She
is presented as the temptress and Antony as the one that succumbed to
temptation (Singh 101). At the same time, she uses her personal power over
Antony to influence political decisions (3.7.50), again crossing the lines
between personal and political. Shakespeare uses all of this evidence to
reinforce the prevalent idea of the time that women should not be involved
in politics or war unless, like Elizabeth, they have “the heart and stomach of
a king.” At this point, Cleopatra’s heart is blurred between her personal love
for Antony and her role as a queen.
To show her the effect of her influence, Shakespeare makes sure Cleopatra
sees Antony die powerless and without his countrymen. As punishment for
neglecting her country, she loses power over it. She sees in horror what she
has done in making Antony a “strumpets’ fool,” echoed in her contemplation
of what will happen if she is captured: the Romans will mock her and parade
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her around as a trophy (5.2.213–20). Rather than have that happen to her,
she decides to kill herself. In contrast to Lady Macbeth, she sees suicide as a
noble way to go:
. . . and then, what’s brave, what’s noble
Let’s do it after the high Roman fashion

And make death proud to take us. (5.15.101–3)

Because the masculine Roman ideal endorses noble suicide, and because
she is not Christian, it seems her suicide will not damn her. However, because
she has put all of her personal life in the public sphere, Shakespeare places
her death in an undoubtedly private environment. She has lost all power,
except over her personal life. The Romans offer to save her children if she
will give up her freedom and pride to go with them to Rome. She refuses,
enacting her agency, but again prioritizing herself over the traditional role of
mother (5.2.155–60). The loss of her kingdom became inevitable the moment
she prioritized herself over her traditionally feminine role as queen, wife, and
mother. No one but her servants see her die. She is alone, she is powerless,
and by her actions, she has killed herself, her children, and her lover.

Titus Andronicus

Lavinia’s situation is different from the other two. In many ways, she is an
ideal daughter to Titus Andronicus and does nothing that goes against gender
expectations. Therefore, her death cannot be a punishment for straying from
the feminine sphere. Her death is painful and tragic. Despite this, her death
is still defined by her identity as a woman. Her virtue, hands, and tongue are
taken from her by force. One would imagine that she would not be blamed
or punished for something so violating. However, the loss still renders her
unable to fulfill feminine roles. Because she is no longer transactionally
useful to the men around her, they see no reason for her to live.
Reading these horrible events through the lens of gender, the tragedy
is not the trauma of the events or how they will impact Lavinia’s quality
of life but rather the loss of her essential female qualities and use to men
and God. The play itself is titled The Tragedy of Titus Andronicus. It is not The
Tragedy of Lavinia, or even The Tragedy of Quintus and Martius (Titus’ sons). His
children’s losses are tragic based on their value to Titus, our main character.
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It is important to recognize that, in contrast to Lavinia’s mutilation, Titus’
sons die. Their relationship with Titus was such that in order for him to lose
their value in his life entirely, they had to die. Titus’ enemies didn’t have to
kill Lavinia in order for Titus to “lose” her. They had to take away the parts
of her that made her valuable to him: in this case, her tongue, her hands, and
her virginity.

The loss of Lavinia’s voice renders her unable to fill two other feminine
tasks: praising God and counseling her husband. Women were known at
the time for being more pious than men (Wright), and “Christian woman”
was frequently (and often still is) a synonym for “good woman.” In
addition, women were meant to talk with their husbands and counsel them.
While women weren’t supposed to make decisions like their husbands were,
they were supposed to be good and pure in order to provide a gentle, holy
perspective for the men around them (like Eve’s role as “an help meet”
for Adam in the Christian tradition (Speght). Without her tongue, Lavinia
cannot fulfill this role.
Lavinia also loses her hands so that she cannot write about her violation
and reveal her attackers. Katherine A. Rowe argues that hands inhabit both
a physical and metaphorical space. They are both a tool for action and a
“metanym for those tools” (282). In other words, hands represent both action
and agency. By cutting off Lavinia’s hands, they are not only taking away the
hand as a tool. They are metaphorically taking away her agency. Rendered
both mute and handless, Lavinia’s ability to express her choices is voided.
As William Hergest said, in Elizabethan times, “For ye chief, and almost
only vertue, that above all things is required in a woman, is Virginitie and
Chastitie, which being once lost, her credit is cracked, especially amonge the
wise and godly.” This sentiment is repeated by several of his contemporaries,
and indeed throughout Christian canon (Speght). While it is tragic for the
people around Lavinia to know that the loss of her virginity wasn’t her
fault, in the eyes of potential suitors, she is still “cracked.” Someone of good
standing might marry a mute, handless woman, but they will not marry
someone who is not a virgin. Her worth to her father lies in the transactional
value she would have brought through marriage, be it political or monetary.
Her value, and therefore her right to live, is tied to the feminine roles of
daughter, wife, and mother she is meant to fill for the men in her life. Because
of this, Lavinia could have retained her value to others, and therefore lived,
if her virginity had been preserved.
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Her father, as a beneficiary of her potential marriage, is the one that
is ashamed to have a daughter who has been corrupted. When Titus asks
Saturninus if it is right for a father to kill their daughter after she has been
raped, Saturninus responds yes, because “the girl should not survive her
shame / And by her presence still renew his sorrows” (Titus Andronicus
5.3.40–41). Lavinia’s presence reminds Titus of his sorrow and her shame.

Rather than try and help her heal and continue on with life, it is easier for
Titus to forget the sorrow of Lavinia’s mutilation if he kills her. It should also
be noted that he only asks if a woman who is raped, not mutilated, should
live with the shame. It doesn’t matter if she doesn’t have hands to work or
a tongue to speak, what really matters is her virginity, and by extension, her
marriageability.
In the end, Titus does kill Lavinia. In a way, it’s almost an inverse marriage
scene. In a less tragic version of events, he would give her to another man
in a marital transaction. In this case, with marriage no longer on the table,
he cancels the possibility of transaction entirely by killing her. He saves her
from both his own pain as well as hers but, at the same time, assumes her
agency and robs her of her future.

Conclusion

Shakespeare’s heroines may have power during the plot, but by the
conclusion of the play, they must be returned to the feminine sphere. In
comedies, this is most frequently done through marriage. In tragedies,
it is almost invariably accomplished through narrative punishment and
ultimately the death of the character. The method of these deaths is gendered
regardless of whether the death acts as punishment for the character, as with
Lady Macbeth and Cleopatra, or is simply a tragedy, as with Lavinia. By
condemning any masculine actions, utilizing feminine imagery, and giving
them largely ignominious deaths, Shakespeare reminds his audience that in
his eyes, women are only valuable in their set roles. When they stray or are
“cracked,” tragedy will inevitably follow.
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The Walls That
Define Us
Kaitlyn C. Nielson

Herman Melville’s short story “Bartleby the

Scrivener: A Story of Wall Street” (1853) both illustrates and exploits the
physical and psychological walls present in society. As seen through the
arguments of critics such as Jane Desmarais and Sanford Pinsker, most literary
criticism addressing walls defines Bartleby’s physical or psychological
impediments as a mode of passive resistance against the narrator. They
further argue that although the narrator imposes the physically confining
“green folding screen” upon Bartleby, Bartleby ultimately imposes physical
or psychological walls upon himself to resist the narrator (Melville 10). For
example, Jane Desmarais claims that Bartleby’s “withdrawal from social
life and refusal to take anything” diagnoses him with a figurative and
literal case of anorexia. This prescribed physical disorder, Desmarais posits,
was a conscious act on Bartleby’s part to subject the narrator to resistance.
Moreover, according to Pinsker, Bartleby’s self-imposed mental disorder
leads to his lack of communication. To the narrator, this tags Bartleby as an
“unsettling intruder” that disrupts his stream of logic (Pinsker 18). Again,
Bartleby’s voluntary submission to a psychological disorder serves as a
mode of passive resistance against the narrator. These readings of “Bartleby”
yield many significant conclusions regarding the triumphs, consequences,
and processes of resistance; however, if examined through a lens apart from
passive resistance, Bartleby’s physical and psychological walls shed light on
the realities of being a working-class individual in New York City.
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To define what psychological walls can look like, Hannah Walser suggests
looking beyond passive resistance and instead viewing Bartleby’s psychological
walls as obedience. Similarly, she acknowledges Bartleby’s physical confinement
and prescribes him the psychological wall of “mind-blindness,” or mental illness
(Walser 314). She then proves this psychological barrier as “an inextricable echo
of the narrator’s own cognitive stance and status” that “Bartleby has awakened

in the narrator” (325). Although Walser doesn’t explicitly explore the walls
within “Bartleby,” projecting Bartleby as part of the narrator is a valuable idea,
as it provides an alternative lens for analyzing the relationship between physical
and psychological walls. Rather than interpreting Bartleby’s establishment of
psychological walls as a mode of resistance, what if we view his actions rather as
conforming to the physical boundaries the narrator imposed? Through a close
reading of “Bartleby” and its alignment with the historical context of New York
City’s dangerous and corrupt tenement houses of the 1830s onward, exposed
in Jacob Riis’s How the Other Half Lives, I argue that figurative and literal walls,
regardless of the intention behind their establishment, result in devastating and
lasting psychological walls within their victims.
In a close reading of “Bartleby,” one can see that the narrator imposes a
rigid physical barrier upon Bartleby, unlike the barrier the other scriveners
face. Before Bartleby arrived, the narrator arranged his office between the two
sides of “glass-folding doors” (Melville 9). On one side worked the scriveners,
and on the other worked the narrator. “According to his humor,” the narrator
would open and close these doors liberally (9). The glass doors serve as a
barrier between the scriveners and the narrator; however, their transparency
and pliability suggest this barrier is a moderate and forgiving one. On the
contrary, when Bartleby begins his employment at No.__ Wall Street, the
narrator separates Bartleby from the rest of the office by placing him behind
an opaque “high green folding screen” (9). This screen “isolate[d]” Bartleby
from the narrator’s “sight” yet kept him within sound’s reach (10). Unlike
the boundary the other scriveners face, Bartleby’s boundary proves rigid,
concrete, and all the more confining.
The establishment of physical boundaries consequently imposes mental
barriers upon Bartleby, as illuminated through Bartleby’s inability to mentally
leave the physical screen. After three days of employment in the lawyer’s
office, the narrator calls upon Bartleby to examine a document. Bartleby
responds, “I would prefer not to” (10). Here, where most critics commence
their appraisal of passive resistance, Bartleby is unwaveringly
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compliant to the narrator’s first command of remaining behind the green
screen. Further, the narrator explained Bartleby “never spoke but to answer”
(18). As Bartleby complies to the physical barrier, he psychologically becomes
incapable of working beyond the screen. Bartleby’s obedience to the physical
walls the narrator defined for him are illustrated through his actions; as
Bartleby’s physical autonomy is limited, his psychological freedom is also
reduced. Therefore, the assumption that Bartleby deliberately avoids and
declines work seems almost malicious in that, first, the narrator placed these
margins for Bartleby, and second, Bartleby literally and metaphorically
remains within these limitations. As Bartleby remains behind a physical
barrier, mental barriers form.
This differentiation between physical barriers in the office and their
subsequent psychological walls is further seen through the juxtaposition
between Bartleby and the scriveners’ physical and psychological states.
Turkey, Nippers, and Ginger Nut are portrayed as expressive and vibrant
characters as the narrator details their many “eccentricities” (8). From
Turkey’s drinking habit to Nipper’s “dyspeptic nervousness,” the narrator
characterizes them with much color and detail (13). Conversely, Bartleby
is depicted rather dully. For example, compared to Turkey’s “paroxysms,”
Nipper’s “irritability,” and Ginger Nut’s “alacrity,” Bartleby wrote “silently,
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palely, [and] mechanically” (8-10). Further, beyond Bartleby’s dwindling
personality, he also lacks voice and assertiveness. For example, his repetitive
retort, “I would prefer not to,” is contrasted with Turkey, Nippers, and Ginger
Nut’s eagerness to speak, work, and act (10). This monotony and dullness
within Bartleby’s character exhibits the lack of self-expression or personality
due to limitations. The stark contrast between Bartleby’s dullness and the

other employees’ animated nature is due to the vast differences in which
the employees are physically limited. This parallelism between the physical
and mental states of the characters demonstrates how those with fewer or
more pliant limitations are able to retain their agency, unlike those under
strict limitations, which completely eliminate any custody of choice. As one
undertakes these geographic and mental restrictions, their right and ability
of autonomy is tainted, stripping them of their agency.
Now, one might question the narrator’s motivation in physically limiting
Bartleby. Considering the narrator’s criticism of the eccentricities specific to
Turkey, Nippers, and Ginger Nut, in addition to the imposition of physical
limitation upon Bartleby, we see how the narrator’s fear of Bartleby’s
susceptibility to the others’ actions and traits instills a sense of guardianship
over Bartleby. The short novel includes many occurrences where the narrator
becomes exasperated with the scriveners’ eccentricities. For example, the
narrator suddenly feels an impulse to fire Tukey when he “moisten[ed] a
ginger-cake between his lips” (9). This exploitation of the other scriveners’
supposed vices contrasts with the narrator’s view of the “pitiably respectable”
and “incurably forlorn” Bartleby (9). This illustrates that the narrator’s
sympathy toward Bartleby is rooted in the desire to provide a sanctuary
removed from the vices of the other scriveners. Moreover, moving beyond
insignificant annoyances, the narrator also comments on the impoverished
nature of his employees as they are men whom “prosperity harmed” (8). The
decisiveness on the narrator’s behalf to place Bartleby in seclusion from the
other scriveners, yet on the same side of the room as himself, illustrates the
narrator’s sense of care and protection over Bartleby, regarding his character
and financial positioning. The imposition of severe physical boundaries
seems to come from an instinct to guard and protect others.
The efficacy of this charity becomes more relevant in “Bartleby” when
aligned with the historic contexts, or historic walls, in which Melville wrote
and in which “Bartleby” takes place. Melville and Bartleby’s nineteenthcentury New York City saw the implementation and questioning of so-called
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walls—complete in their physical and subsequent psychological restrictions. A
pertinent wall that affected a significant fraction of the lower classes, and most
likely Melville and his fictional characters, was the inhumane and impoverished
tenement houses of Manhattan’s Lower East Side. Beginning in the 1830s, the
growing immigrant and lower-class populations were herded into expensive
and tight quarters due to a lack of safer and more affordable options. The
buildings’ precarious construction and hazardous conditions not only altered
their inhabitants’ physical states, but their psychological states as well. Using
the tenement housing situation of Melville’s New York as an extended metaphor
of “Bartleby” further illustrates that the implementation of physical walls and
their resulting psychological walls occur not only in fiction, but in reality as
well. This occurrence is observed through Jacob Riis’s How the Other Half Lives,
as well as other historical documents.
Just as the narrator imposed physical boundaries upon Bartleby, the
tenement houses imposed concrete and confining physical walls upon the
impoverished population of New York. For a hefty price of five dollars
(what would currently be one hundred and eighty-four dollars), families
were crammed into “one room 12 x 12 with five families living in it” (Riis 8).
Conditions of these houses were detailed as “sewers were obstructed; houses
were…badly ventilated, and lighted; privies were unconnected with the
sewers, and overflowing; . . . and yards were filled with stagnant water” (New
York Board of Health 24). The Society for the Improvement of the Condition
of the Poor similarly detailed these conditions as “crowded rear tenements in
filthy yards, dark, damp basements” and “leaking garrets, shops, outhouses,
and stables converted into dwellings” (Riis 10). Not possessing the financial
means for better options, residents were forced to reside within the dank,
dark, and crowded walls of the tenement houses. Bartleby’s physically
inhibiting “green screen” mirrors the “mean little cubby-holes” occupied
by the tenants (Melville 10; Riis 9). Bartleby, too, along with the immigrants
and lower-class inhabitants of the tenement housing, was forced within
these walls out of financial necessity. Bartleby and the tenants complied to
the physical walls the owners deemed theirs out of a lack of better prospects.
As illustrated in “Bartleby,” the consequences of the physical walls of the
tenement houses caused psychological walls to emerge within the tenants.
Crippling disease and infection, immense poverty, crime, and manipulation
invoked by the tangible confines: many forms of psychological walls
emerged. From alcoholism to mental illness to the ultimate psychological
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transformation—death—psychological walls impaired agency even more
so than the physical walls. For example, a father turned to consumption to
cope with the physical walls, yet instead “was unable to provide either bread
or fire for his little ones” (Riis 36). Further, due to the material walls that
prevented ventilation and instead promoted “foul air,” a young child died
from suffocation (8). Another devastating example is when the parents of a

small family “took poison together” because they had exhausted themselves
trying to survive in these conditions (9). Another mother threw herself out
of a window due to mental illness brought on by the tenement conditions.
Countless examples illustrate the dangerous psychological impediments
brought by the coercion of physical walls, and Bartleby proves just one more
example. As the tenants’ psychological states merged with their physical
states, Bartleby similarly morphed to the concrete confines by mentally
blocking out the world outside the screen with the phrase “I would prefer
not to.” Stripping them of their agency, the strict, unpliable physical walls
forced the tenants to take their own lives and Bartleby to become mentally
stagnant in his aim to escape the walls’ reach. As figurative and literal
physical barriers are erected, those confined lack the ability to overcome the
limitations and instead absorb and become the limitations around them. Riis
concurs, as he states of the poor: “They are shiftless, destructive, and stupid;
in a word, they are what the tenements have made them” (207).
Now, we must analyze the intentions behind the erection of the physical
walls that cause psychological deterioration. Amidst confining and difficult
times, charitable attempts to aid those in the tenement houses and the
narrator’s office were offered. Originally built for wealthy family apartments,
the buildings that became the tenement houses experienced a transformation
that altered their nature. Riis explains this alteration through the viewpoint of
the “builder of the old gateway” of the buildings that had “no thought of its
ever becoming a public thoroughfare” (23). With this change from apartment
style living to tenement housing, the proprietors sought solely after profit
and cared little about the well-being of the inhabitants. Amidst the corrupt
and manipulative money-making machine the tenement houses proved,
individuals stepped up to aid when possible. For example, when a fire began
on a Madison Street tenement, “some wonderfully heroic rescues were made
[ . . . ] by the people living in adjoining tenements” when the firemen arrived
late (31). Moreover, an elderly woman bathed the children of the tenements.
Lastly, a Quaker man aimed to “rescu[e] the poor people from the dreadful
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rookeries” by erecting a building safe from the dangers of the tenement houses.
Similarly, the narrator attempts to provide relief to Bartleby by keeping him as
an employee. The narrator fears Bartleby will “be rudely treated, and perhaps
driven forth to miserably starve” in a different position (Melville 13). Thus, the
narrator decides to “befriend Bartleby” (13). Both the narrator and people in
the tenement situation offered charitable acts.

Beyond his charitable acts, the narrator likewise exhibits actions that
negatively affect Bartleby; overlooking these detrimental actions by justifying
them with his few charitable actions, the narrator imposes unconscious
dominance over Bartleby that ultimately results in Bartleby’s death. This
is seen when the narrator decides to fire Bartleby and begins to plan his
“management in getting rid of” him (Melville 23). Just before kicking him
out, the narrator hands Bartleby his due money as well as some extra, and
claims the “odd twenty” are his to keep (22). He proceeds to inform Bartleby
that he can “be of service to [him]” if needed (23). The narrator overlooks his
firing of Bartleby by justifying it through his small charitable act of gifting
Bartleby money. Moreover, he faults Bartleby’s “passive resistance” as the
cause for his firing, completely neglecting his hand in imposing the physical
barriers that created Bartleby’s resistance in the first place (12). When asking
Bartleby what type of position he would like to pursue, Bartleby claims certain
positions have “too much confinement” (30). The narrator retorts, “too much
confinement . . . why you keep yourself confined all the time!” (30). Further,
this unconscious dominance is seen most drastically when the narrator finds
Bartleby dead at the Tombs. After Bartleby had “silently acquiesced,” when
taken to the Tombs, the narrator arrives to find Bartleby behind the ultimate
psychological wall—death (31). Although he assumed his own presence at the
Tombs would be a “benefit to the scrivener,” the narrator is blind to the fact
that his role in imposing confines was actually what forced Bartleby into the
Tombs (32). Parallel to the tenement houses, even if the narrator’s intentions
were rooted in charitable origins, the unconscious greed of the profit-driven
proprietor got the best of him. Taken altogether, yes, the narrator’s small
acts of service aided Bartleby; however, as the narrator oscillates between the
role of the proprietor and the role of the relief-giving neighbor, ultimately
his unconscious, detrimental actions outweighed the beneficial ones. Just
as the benevolent actions within the tenement houses could not cease the
overall outcome for all, the narrator’s few charitable actions could not save
Bartleby. Tenants continued to die in fires, children still ran around dirty,
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even the Quaker’s safe place was eventually turned into a tenement house
itself, and Bartleby ended up dying. Riis encapsulates this idea perfectly, as
he states that “those who would fight for the poor must fight the poor to do
it” (207). Therefore, one’s lack of recognition in inflicting limitations proves
that well-intended acts of charity can instead be translated into unconscious
dominance.

The true nature of walls in Melville’s “Bartleby” are exploited through both
a close reading and further through a historic lens. The imposition of physical
walls, no matter what intention propels it, plunges the walls’ victims into the icy
depth of psychological turmoil. Seen through the lens of a grave and prominent
issue of Melville’s day, Melville’s explanation of society’s walls calls for an
urgent and weighty resolution. In fact, when searching newspapers and articles
that mention the dire situation of the tenement houses before the publishing of
“Bartleby” in 1853, nothing appears in the databases. The first report that raised
governmental awareness was the Annual Report of 1866 of New York state that
claims “sanitary science” was only recently a topic of “earnest interest” (7).
Upon inspecting New York City, officials found that the conditions such as poor
ventilation, overcrowding, and filthy living quarters, “endangered the lives of
the people” (New York Board of Health 13). Shortly thereafter, the Tenement
House Act of 1867 required “greater cleanliness, more frequent white-washing
of hallways and rooms, improved ventilation and . . . a more careful oversight
of tenement premises by owners” (New York Board of Health 6). In summary,
a problem that affected thousands of lives beginning in the 1830s was only
exposed in a governmental report in 1866, and only further exposed to the public
with the publishing of Jacob Riis’s How the Other Half Lives in 1890. Long before
any of this information surfaced, Herman Melville scrutinized the literal walls
that confined low-paying Wall Street workers to their desks and impoverished
people to the tenement houses.
Melville’s “Bartleby” is revolutionary because it attacked societal
problems of its time before other authors did, and because it transcended
time to battle the physical and psychological walls that inhibit society in all
eras. In “Bartleby,” the narrator assumed his intentions of confining Bartleby
behind the green screen were charitable. Although the narrator assumed
his intentions of physically confining Bartleby were charitable, the walls
ultimately resulted in Bartleby’s psychological impediments and death. As
Riis puts it, walls “are often carried up to a great height without regard to the
strength of the foundation walls” (Riis 7). Ultimately, what is at stake here are
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the current and future societal walls that emerge from the foundations we set
as a society, such as the weak foundations the narrator and the proprietors of
the tenement houses established that resulted in devastating psychological
inhibitions. It was too late for thousands of lives when the Annual Report of 1866
and Jacob Riis’s How the Other Half Lives were published. Hence, before it is
too late, we must ask ourselves what foundations are supporting the physical

walls of immigration, welfare aid, equality, education, unemployment, and
other current issues. Further, we must exploit unintentional biases lurking
within these walls and analyze potential psychological walls that could
emerge because of them. If the intentions, or “foundations,” as Riis puts
it, are not examined and tested for faulty motive, psychological disasters
will ensue, similar to the deaths of Bartleby and the tenants. Surely, this is
what Melville meant when he exclaimed “Ah Bartleby! Ah humanity,”—if
precaution isn’t taken now, each individual will suffer psychological death,
just as Bartleby does (34).
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Entropic Interactionist
Theory
Reading Social Constructionism through
Thermodynamics and Samuel Beckett
Brie Barron

Chaos was the law of nature; Order was the dream of man.

—Henry Adams, The Education of Henry Adams

After the attacks on the Twin Towers in New

York City on September 11, 2001, cultural theorist Jean Baudrillard made the
provocative and controversial claim in his book The Spirit of Terrorism and
Requiem for the Twin Towers that we as humans “wished” for the attack on
America. He explains further that America’s ascension to world superpower
generated the destruction of it: “the increase in the power of power heightens
the will to destroy it” (3575). At first brush, Baudrillard’s ideas seem offensive,
even sacrilegious toward American society and the culture surrounding the
events of September 11th. With deeper analysis, Baudrillard’s ideas can be
found at both the micro and macro levels of destruction—the reason we
slow down to stare as we pass a car crash is the same reason we wish for
the downfall of power. Baudrillard illustrates that the globalized world of
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the 2000s resisted its own globalization, and that September 11th made the
world witnesses to “triumphant globalization battling against itself” (3576).
However, The Spirit of Terrorism lacks the non-abstract basis for this inherently
human tendency toward destruction and disorder.
The Spirit of Terrorism presents readers with Baudrillard’s sociological
perspective. History has seen the conception of many different social theories

which aim to explain why humans organize themselves the way they do.
Theorists are often inspired by aspects of different disciplines. The social
conflict theory, for example, is based on Karl Marx’s ideas about economics,
claiming that class inequality is the main contributing factor to the way
society is organized. Other theories have their foundations in evolutionary
science, some in Freudian psychology, some in the much broader Nietzschean
ontology. It is important for sociologists to look for logic in as many disciplines
as possible in order to arrive at the best possible answers to their questions.
It is also important for those theories to be updated as our knowledge of
ourselves is updated.
Today’s modern, globalized world necessitates a sociological
understanding based on the deeper understandings of humanity that we now
have access to in the technological age. This essay proposes a new sociological
theory, one that is in conversation with those that came before it and can be
difficult to pin down in classic sociological literature, but is partially present
in much of it. This original theory, called Entropic Interactionist Theory, is
an outgrowth of Nietzschean sociology but focuses on the second law of
thermodynamics as a driving force for societal operation and phenomena.
It arose as the result of reading multiple literary works whose language
and ideas became inextricable from the concept of entropy and its effect on
humans and on writing itself. Eventually, the list of such works became so
lengthy that the phenomena warranted an explanation. The complication
with Entropic Interactionist Theory (hereafter referred to as EIT) is that it
resists description; those who have written about the principles of EIT
(without naming it as such) are considered inaccessible, difficult reads. In
Baudrillard’s case, not only is his writing said to be dense and esoteric, but the
example he used in The Spirit of Terrorism was also extremely inflammatory. It
is difficult for some readers to parse through their own emotional response
to the work and recognize that he is simply describing the consequence of
our existence in a universe governed by the laws of physics and a principle
of EIT. The confines of nonfiction and academic writing, like Baudrillard
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used in The Spirit of Terrorism, create boundaries and limits on description
that fiction and poetry do not. As such, the form of an EIT work itself is
essential in determining how well a reader can tap into and understand
its notions of the theory. This essay aims to explain the theory in accessible
terms by presenting a work that demonstrates its principles to analyze the
role of fiction in the overall comprehension of EIT and to demonstrate its

importance. To do so, this essay will explain the concept of entropy, why it
applies to society and social constructs, and will analyze Samuel Beckett’s
play Waiting for Godot through the lens of EIT to better explain its principles.

1. Entropy
It’s no good crying over spilt milk, because all the forces of the universe were bent
on spilling it.

—William Somerset Maugham, Of Human Bondage

The second law of thermodynamics, a branch of physics that studies heat
and transformations of energy, states that “the total entropy, or disorder, of
an isolated system tends to increase as it approaches a maximum value”
(Pickover 210). This description is good but somewhat lacking. A still
accessible but more encompassing definition comes from American author
and public intellectual Dr. Eric Zencey in his 1990 dissertation:
The second law of thermodynamics—the law of entropy—holds that energy

spontaneously degrades from more useful to less useful forms, even if it

accomplishes no work in the process, and that in any transformation of

energy (such as those by which we turn the energy of coal into electricity, and
thence into heat, or light, or motion) some part of the energy is irretrievably

lost to us . . . what is at first “free” energy (“free” in the sense of available,
ready to accomplish work) becomes “bound” energy (energy that, like the

enormous amount of heat energy contained in the ocean, cannot be used to
accomplish work). (6)
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What this means is that all of the energy in the universe tends toward a
state of uniform distribution, or equilibrium. For example, when a hot piece
of iron in a blacksmith’s shop is dipped into a cool bucket of water, the iron
cools and the water heats until both are the same temperature. We talk about
this concept often without realizing it when we consider that our human
bodies deteriorate over time. The difference is that we are the heated iron, the

universe is the cool bucket of water, and our lives are the dissipation of heat.
This law of thermodynamics implies the eventual heat death of the
universe. This is when all energy reaches equilibrium, there is no more
energy available to do work, and thus, life ceases. But that is at the universal
scale—entropy is constantly increasing at much smaller scales too. Like the
blacksmith’s hot iron in water, we see the second law of thermodynamics
when an ice cube melts, wood burns, or a body dies (Hershey and Lee).
These are all examples of entropy increasing, of a system’s energy moving
from ordered to disordered and, in the body’s case, reaching maximum
disorder. Additionally, material things like houses and cars deteriorate over
time as the energy holding together the atoms that comprise them becomes
disordered (Pickover 210). As Herman Daly explains, “The second law of
thermodynamics [is] the law of random, ravage, rust, and rot” (Daly 2).
Furthermore, and most importantly for our purposes, as beings subject to the
laws of thermodynamics, everything we create is subject to them as well; the
nature of creations is to be vulnerable to the same forces as their creator. For
humanity, that force is physics, and even the abstract concepts that humans
in societies have created follow its rules.
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2. Social Construction and
Fiction
No structure, even an artificial one, enjoys the process of entropy. It is the ultimate
fate of everything, and everything resists it.

—Philip K. Dick, Galactic Pot-Healer

In 1928, American sociologists William and Dorothy Thomas coined the
Thomas Theorem, which states that “if men define situations as real, they
are real in their consequences” (Oxford Reference). This theorem perfectly
encapsulates the idea of social constructs—things that do not exist in physical
reality that only come into being as a result of human interaction. Examples
of social constructs are many and varied, but the most commonly discussed
are race and gender. There are no biological or physical characteristics that
occur naturally without exception to accurately define racial or gender
categories. Race and gender exist because humans have agreed that they
exist and thus they have become real in their consequences. Less commonly
discussed are the social constructs of time, language, and identity. While not
as commonly discussed, the Thomas Theorem, as well as the laws of physics,
still apply to them.
A large portion of our lives is socially constructed, and that portion
grows larger as humanity and society become more advanced. However, the
ability of social constructs to remain real relies completely on the agreement
of people to hold them together—the energy of humanity upholds their very
existence. But as the modern world and modern humans become more and
more difficult to organize, so does that energy—and energy is unlikely to
uphold much of anything once disordered.
The best way to describe the effect of entropy on social constructs is
through fiction and poetry. The second best is through the analysis of those.
Entropic Interactionist Theory can be a lens used to describe and analyze
multiple works of fiction—some more obvious than others. American novelist
Thomas Pynchon’s short story “Entropy” uses the form of fiction to illustrate
the second law of thermodynamics at work in the lives of his characters.
Even the Norton Anthology of American Literature described Pynchon’s subject
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as previously “thought to be beyond words” (1520). German physicist Hans
Christian von Baeyer wrote the novel Warmth Disperses and Time Passes
about the “history of heat.” He tells the story of heat and energy through
the narrativized lives of the scientists who discovered their properties. The
Boston Globe called the novel a “highly humanized account of the second
law of thermodynamics,” and that von Baeyer “gives what could be an

abstract and difficult discussion a profoundly human tone” (Cover copy). As
a physicist with access to and understanding of the language of mathematics,
von Baeyer demonstrates the necessity of story writing in order for entropy
to be understood by the masses. American science fiction writer Ted Chiang’s
short story “Exhalation” depicts the nature of energy in our universe through
the allegory of the nature of air to a fictional, technological species. The most
important thing these fictional stories give their readers is distance from their
subject. Fiction allows its readers to suspend their disbelief, to inhabit an
alternate world, and examine it in different ways than the ways in which
we try to understand our real world. With difficult concepts like entropy,
insight into an alternative perspective is vital, which is partially what makes
Baudrillard’s The Spirit of Terrorism such a difficult read—it plants the reader
firmly in their own reality. As in the Old English proverb “you can’t see the
forest for the trees,” it is much easier for the typical reader to grasp difficult
concepts once they are granted some distance from it. To see how this
distancing effect works, it is helpful to analyze what is arguably the most
famous work of fiction that applies EIT: Samuel Beckett’s 1953 play Waiting
for Godot.

3. Godot and Entropic
Interactionist Theory
Estragon, sitting on a low mound, is trying to take off his boot. He pulls at it with
both hands, panting.

He gives up, exhausted, rests, tries again.
As before.

—Samuel Beckett, Waiting for Godot
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In popular opinion, Waiting for Godot is “a play in which nothing happens,
twice” (Mercier), but the plot of Beckett’s masterpiece becomes very clear
through the lens of EIT. In the play, the two main characters, Estragon
and Vladimir, wait for a man they have never met named Godot, who
never arrives. They comment on the state of their lives and mindsets, they
contemplate suicide, they argue, but in the play’s two acts there is no obvious

rising action, climax, or resolution. Because of this, reading the script is very
similar to seeing it performed—there is little difference when “nothing”
is happening. In fact, it is possible that Beckett intended for the play to be
read rather than performed, especially considering the specificity of its stage
directions. This line in Act 1 for example holds much more power when read:
“ESTRAGON. [gestures toward the universe] This one is enough for you?”
(Beckett 8).
To an audience member, Estragon could be gesturing toward anything:
the road they are waiting at, the field next to them, even the theater housing
the performance if the audience is particularly meta-inclined. To a reader
though, the gesture is clear: Estragon gestures to the universe. With this
implication that Beckett may have intended for Waiting for Godot to be read as
a script in addition to being performed, we can apply greater significance to
the aspects of it that are left out of its audience’s experience: the language of
the stage directions and the poetics of the written dialogue. It is the linguistic
dimension of the play in which the true plot can be found, and the dimension
where EIT can be helpfully applied.

The Language of the Stage
Directions

William Shakespeare was notorious for his minimal use of stage direction,
which allows his plays to be easily adaptable and stay at the forefront of
the thespian community for centuries. Beckett took the opposite approach to
Godot: the stage directions at times take up entire pages and are very specific.
These are in stark contrast to the play’s dialogue, which is convoluted at best
and irrational at worst:
VLADIMIR. There’s man all over for you, blaming on his boots the faults
of his feet.

[He takes off his hat again, peers inside it, feels about inside it, knocks on the crown,

blows into it, puts it on again.] This is getting alarming. [Silence. Vladimir deep
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in thought, Estragon pulling at his toes.] One of the thieves was saved. [Pause.]
It’s a reasonable percentage. [Pause.] Gogo. (Beckett 3)

This quote makes more sense in the context of the script than it does
presented on its own as it is here, but not much more. Why Beckett chose
to set together straightforward, lucid stage directions and complicated,
confusing dialogue is a question addressed by dramatists, literary critics,
and college students the world over. It is a question that can be satisfied
by EIT.
Beckett’s concentration on stage directions demonstrates the entropic
disintegration of the social construct of time. In the 1900s, science was
advancing at incredible speeds, and previously held truths of the universe
were being thrown into question. For example, in 1905, Albert Einstein
developed his theory of relativity which held that space and time are
intertwined in as-of-then undiscovered ways. Because of Einstein’s theory
and thought experiments, the concept of time became much more difficult to
explain, but it always remained in relation to space. Eventually, the theory of
relativity worked its way into the fiction of the time, as scientific discoveries
are wont to do, and we see the enigmatic nature of time illustrated in Godot,
initially performed forty-eight years later. Beckett’s lengthy and unambiguous
stage directions direct the reader’s attention to them, because the temporal
reality of the play is disintegrating, just as peoples’ understanding of time
was becoming more disorganized. For example, Estragon and Vladimir
cannot remember or agree if a day has passed between Act 1 and Act 2:
ESTRAGON. Another day done with.
VLADIMIR. Not yet.

ESTRAGON. For me it’s over and done with, no matter what happens.
(Beckett 49)

However, the reader knows that a day has in fact passed because the
stage directions at the beginning of Act 2 indicate so: “Next day. Same time.
Same place” (47). While the characters cannot tell what day it is, how many
days they have stood waiting at the same road, or how many times they
have had the same conversation, the reader is clued into the repetitive nature
of their lives through the stage direction. Another indication of Beckett’s
value of spatial reality is the container of the stage itself. The curtain opens
on Estragon and Vladimir enters before there is any dialogue: “Estragon,
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sitting on a low mound, is trying to take off his boot. He pulls at it with both hands,
panting. He gives up, exhausted, rests, tries again. As before. Enter Vladimir”
(1). Both Estragon and Vladimir only exit the stage once in the entire play
and both enter again before any dialogue occurs (8, 63), implying a kind of
limitation on the characters: they can only exist onstage and together, in this
comprehensible spatial reality that Beckett has created for them.
The disintegration of the concept of time in Waiting for Godot is
fictionalized but stems from the real world development of the theory of
relativity—Einstein’s explanation of how gravity and speed affect things
like mass, space, and time. We can see that the increasing disorder of social
constructs can be effectively narrativized like Beckett has done in the play,
and that this makes them more accessible to the masses. Through an EIT
reading of the play, this becomes even more clear and conversely applicable
to one’s own understanding of real-world physics.

The Poetics of the Dialogue

In addition to the disintegration of time in Waiting for Godot is the
disintegration of identity. Readers and audience members alike will be able
to recognize this as it occurs in the dialogue and actions of the characters
rather than just the stage directions. Identity is difficult to define well, but
most generally refers to the characteristics, values, and personality that
make a person. We can define identity as a social construct because of the
ideas in Emmanuel Levinas’ philosophical and sociological work “Ethics
and the Face” that have become widespread and validated. The creation and
maintaining of one’s identity are typically thought of as internal processes,
but Levinas believes the opposite. In “Ethics and the Face,” Levinas posits
that one’s identity is created by way of the people with whom one interacts.
He writes, “The Other remains transcendent . . . his face . . . is produced
and which appeals to me breaks with the world that can be common to
us, whose virtualities are inscribed in our nature and developed in our
existence” (Rivkin and Ryan 349). While we cannot perfectly know another
person, the “Other,” we create them. Your personality is not yours and was
not created by you—it was conditioned into you as you grew up and is still.
Your values are not yours, they are influenced positively or negatively by
your parents and authority figures. Even your perception of yourself does
not come from some intrinsic acknowledgement, it comes from the reaction
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of another recognizing your existence. While identity is not an objective fact
nor physically real, we imagine it, agree upon it, and thus make it real in its
consequences. Levinas makes it clear that the Thomas Theorem applies to
identity and that identity then is socially constructed.
As with time, Waiting for Godot demonstrates the entropic disintegration
of the construction of identity. Beckett dedicates an entire section of Act
2 to what this essay will refer to as the hat scene (note that Beckett does
not partition Godot’s two acts into scenes), the most outward expression of
EIT application to identity in the play. This scene is comprised of Estragon,
Vladimir, and the secondary character, Lucky, exchanging and trying on each
other’s hats:
VLADIMIR. Hold that. [Estragon takes Vladimir’s hat. Vladimir adjusts Lucky’s
hat on his head. Estragon puts on Vladimir’s hat in place of his own which he hands

to Vladimir. Vladimir takes Estragon’s hat. Estragon adjusts Vladimir’s hat on
his head. Vladimir puts on Estragon’s hat in place of Lucky’s which he hands to
Estragon . . . ] (62)

This is written in the stage directions, but these are not stage directions
that the audience will miss out on. Everything denoted in the stage
directions happens and is visible on stage, in contrast to Estragon gesturing
to the universe, and the poetics are the movement of the characters. This
scene is a popular text for existentialists and is often cited as support for
the existentialist tenet that “existence precedes essence.” This means, using
the hats as examples, that a hat is a hat before it has whatever connotation
we associate with it. This would mean that the exchange of hats between
characters is simply an exchange of hats, and that there is no deeper
meaning. However, through the lens of EIT, one sees how this existentialist
reading of the hat scene falls apart. Since identity is a social construct that
tends toward disorder, then the exchange of hats can be an allegory for
exchange of identities: the trio is actually trying on each other’s identities
which are wrapped up in their hats. This is because an EIT perspective on
existentialism (another social construct) reverses its core value into “essence
precedes existence.” A hat cannot only be a hat once people interacting with
one another have applied more meaning to it, like the socially constructed
identities of Estragon, Vladimir, and Lucky.
Another example of the disintegration of identity in the poetics of Waiting
for Godot is the reduction of objective first person pronoun use between the two
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acts. First person pronouns are troublesome, even without the disintegration
and disorder that is occurring in Godot, because they have relative definitions,
meaning their definitions change based on the speaker or situation. The
pronoun “me” means something different to every person that uses it; it refers
to the speaker themself. The pronoun “you” changes based on the addressee;
when someone addresses you as “you” they mean you, but they can just as
easily refer to someone else as “you,” meaning them. In Act 1, the second
piece of dialogue in the whole play is delivered by Vladimir, is riddled with
first and second person pronouns, and demonstrates a firm grasp on their
typical use:
VLADIMIR. I’m beginning to come round to that opinion. All my life I’ve

tried to put it from me, saying, Vladimir, be reasonable, you haven’t yet tried
everything. And I resumed the struggle . . . So there you are again. (Beckett
1)

But in the beginning of Act 2, the pronoun usage becomes more difficult
to follow and the characters do not seem to have a concrete grasp on them:
VLADIMIR. Now? . . . [Joyous.] There you are again . . . [Indifferent.] There we
are again . . . [Gloomy.] There I am again. (49)

In the final pages of the play, the most commonly used pronoun is “we.”
EIT holds that this is because of the disintegration of identity occurring
throughout the play. Characters suffering from identity crises would find
it easier to define themselves as “we” than to distinguish themselves from
each other with “you” and “me.” This change in pronoun use is prominent
through an EIT reading of Waiting for Godot and is additionally supported
by the fact that Estragon and Vladimir never deliver dialogue without each
other. As their identities disintegrate, they blur together into a “we.”

EIT in the Fiction of Godot

As the characters experience this timelessness and blurring of identity, we as
readers are made aware of a distinct condition that allows entropy: the play
itself is an isolated system. The stage is like a room—the characters cannot
leave or exit the stage, they do not have any temporal processing ability, and
as such, there is no past or future for them to escape to and they do not even
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have their own self-identity to anchor themselves to. Once EIT is applied to
the play, we know that Beckett has written Estragon and Vladimir into an
isolated system on the verge of equilibrium.
Beckett clues us in to the play’s focus on entropy very early in the play with
a symbol: Estragon’s boot. Often considered to be a symbol of existentialist
struggle or of capitalism’s proletariat (Bennett), even of Nietzsche’s eternal

recurrence, Estragon’s boot carries a different meaning through EIT. Consider
that the play is in fact a closed system on the verge of equilibrium (maximum
disorder, like our universe’s heat death). The second law of thermodynamics
explains that, upon reaching equilibrium, there is no longer energy left that
is capable of doing work. Extending the capitalist reading of the boot as a
symbol of labor, EIT explains that the boot is a symbol of the work done by
energy. Estragon’s inability to take off his boot and his repeated efforts to
remove it support that the play is in fact a system approaching maximum
disorder and there is no energy available to do work.
Waiting for Godot also illustrates that the fiction genre is the best fit for EIT
subjects because of how we use language. This form of literature, coupled
with the structure of a play, frees the language of its typical, “correct” syntax.
In an EIT reading of Godot, a reader can see the disintegration of time and
identity through the language Beckett uses. Fiction grants him the freedom to
extend meditation on this subject beyond the norms of grammar and allow
his readers distance from the scientific truths embedded in it. However, the
reason that Beckett is not included in most literary critics’ lists of “entropy
writers” is because he distances the reader from the subject further than others:
he let the entire work comprise his own social construction and allowed it to
disintegrate along with those of his characters. EIT is not only applicable to
the play, it encompasses it. The play serves as more than just an illustration of
the theory—Waiting for Godot could be the very definition of it.
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4. Conclusion
I am a sleepless

Slowfaring eater,

Maker of rust and rot

In your bastioned fastenings,
Caissons deep.
I am the Law

Older than you

And your builders proud.
I am deaf

In all days

Whether you

Say “Yes” or “No.”
I am the crumbler:
To-morrow.

— Carl Sandburg, “Under”

Entropy is what creates the propensity for creativity in humans. At some
level, before the concept of “entropy” was ever developed and understood,
it influenced us and still does. It is considered human nature to search for
meaning in all things and to create meaning when meaning does not exist.
This is why we create social constructs to establish meaning where there is
no basis for them, and why we analyze Godot, the play with no plot. This is
why we are creative—to establish meaning, no matter how inane. We know
that the heat death of the universe is inevitable, in fact, we speed up the
process every time we breathe, and this creates the innate need for us to write
stories and build monuments. Some say that is the defining characteristic
of humanity: to look the inescapable in the face and create meaning in the
interim, dooming it all to disintegration alongside us. Entropy affects much
more than measurable energy in the universe, it also affects the imagination
that energy is capable of, and EIT asserts that what matters is how we manage
our energy—the work we do with it.
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Assimilation in the
United States
Semitism and Asian Americanism
Megan Gibson

Gish Jen’s Mona

in the Promised Land is a

representational hodge-podge of cultural identities and minority experience,
particularly through the lens of Chinese and Jewish Americans. This minority
dichotomy presents an interesting comparison between the two groups, even
to the point of realizing several similarities. Many scholars have noted these
similarities while considering the minority landscape in Gish Jen’s novel.
Begoña González said on the two cultures: “What could be suggested is the
strong likelihood that these two cultural and literary tropes function in a
concurrent way” (González 226). It is this scholarly conversation that we
will be entering, that is, the conversation on the similarities of Judaism and
Chinese Americanism in Gish Jen’s Mona in the Promised Land as well as their
function in the American identity according to Gish Jen.
My purpose is to expand on scholars’ interpretation of Gish Jen’s
depiction of similarities in assimilation and identity across Jewish and
Chinese American cultures based on Jen’s personal experience. From there, I
will take a step further than the scholarly conversation has gone by analyzing
how Mona’s personal experience with Semitism enhances her coming of age
story and enables her to finally identify among other Americans—contrary
to what scholars have posited. At the end of the novel, Mona is not only an
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American minority, but she is an American who finds her own unique place
in society as part of a herd immigrant experience. Lastly, I will note that Gish
Jen’s Asian approach to the Asian American experience alongside American
Semitism favors the intimate and the personal as opposed to the general,
an idea that contrasts with similarly written white-authored Asian texts. By
defining the two minorities in her novel, Gish Jen shows the humanizing
coming of age narrative that occurs regardless of race: each person finds
themselves amid challenges.

Asian Americanism and
American Semitism:
Similarities

At a glance, Asian Americans and American Jewish people do not seem to
share many cultural similarities, but several attributes tie the two together.
In the novel, Mona’s mother notices some of these similarities: “Ah, and is
it true that Jewish mothers are just like Chinese mothers, they know how to
make their children eat?” (Jen 119). The similarities between the two cultures
become even more evident throughout the novel. Compared to Americans,
Asians and Jewish people eat different food from what Americans eat, they
have different rituals, and they have close-knit family relationships that
produce different behavior from how white Americans would behave.
As far as how the two cultures affect Mona, her mantra throughout
the novel goes as stated: “The more Jewish you become, the more Chinese
you’ll be” (Jen 190). To Mona, she feels a connection between these two
cultures as they are both opposite of American cultural norms; the two act
as anchors to hold her unique identity in place in a dominantly American
world. David Brauner noticed this mantra and pointed out the stark parallel
between the two minority cultures: “They occupy a central position in the
symbolic imagination of both blacks and whites because, paradoxically,
they fit into neither and both camps” (108). Strictly speaking, Chinese
and Jewish Americans can’t be defined as clearly as African Americans or
white Americans, which seems to make defining the two from an American
perspective difficult. They cannot be categorized into binary-colored parts.
These similarities perhaps provide some reason for why Mona converted to
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Judaism in the narrative: it wasn’t as far a step from home as total American
assimilation is. Both the ethnic and religious entities were ill-defined from an
American-born’s perspective, which is a similarity that Mona latched on to.
Brauner continues: “Mona’s conversion demonstrates both the possibilities
and the limitations of ethnic self-determination, both the potential for
transcending conventional racial boundaries and the impossibility of ever

doing so” (112). Mona is unable to break from her ethnic boundaries despite
her efforts to do so; she is drawn to what she already knows. We see towards
the end of the novel that she confuses the difference between ethnicity and
religion. On Judaism, she says: “You can’t give up on Judaism. You’re Jewish”
(Jen 211). For Mona, the two are the same. Just as she can’t give up being
Chinese because that is her ethnicity, she can’t give up being Jewish because
that is her religion. To her, their similarities blur their differences.
To Mona, it seems assimilation is directly tied to her Jewish and Chinese
identity. Andrew Furman draws parallel conclusions on the similarities
within the Jewish-Chinese-American phenomenon in relation to assimilation.
He seconds Brauner’s approach in saying that many of the novel’s reviewers
draw particular attention to the affinities between Chinese Americans and
Jewish Americans as they emerge in the novel” (Furman 213). However,
Furman notes the consequences it places on assimilation, that is, “Jewish
[and Chinese] Americans struggle to determine which side of the hyphen
they should embrace” (3). This sociological journey towards assimilation is
one that many different groups of immigrants face, but in light of Mona’s
narrative, we see that she is othered among her Jewish friends for being
Chinese and othered among her family for converting to Judaism. This is a
consequence of her struggle to find her niche on either side of the hyphen.
For example, when Mona announces to her mother that she has converted
to Judaism, her mother is astounded. She says: “How can you be Jewish?
Chinese people don’t do such things” (Jen 45). Following this conversation,
she confiscates Mona’s menorah and her Hebrew dictionary as if to prove
her point. Mona struggles to justify her religious decisions to her parents
because she is not yet self-aware of her own individualistic self-identification.
To her parents, she is simply Chinese—not American, and certainly not
Jewish. While the two are similar from the American side of the hyphen,
it is a different story from the Chinese side. To fully take on assimilation,
Mona must first define what it is for herself as an individual, and not as
a Jewish-Chinese-American in general. Since she has not yet discovered its
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personal meaning, assimilation becomes difficult for Mona, who wants to
position herself in all three categories. Without self-realization, the challenge
of assimilation becomes threefold.

Gish Jen’s Contribution

It is difficult to separate Gish Jen from the narrative since she approached
the writing of the novel through the lens of her own experiences, including
time spent with Jewish friends in a hometown similar to Mona’s. Scholars
have noticed the subtle autobiographical aspects of Gish Jen’s novel: “Not
only does the protagonist view liminality as a way of being, but the text itself
reflects this liminality in narrative elements suggestive of both fictional and
true events” (Milne 42). If anyone knows and understands the similarities
and challenges of both Jewish and Asian Americans, Gish Jen would.
As a woman who knew more Yiddish than Chinese, Gish Jen’s life is
a study on the trifold identity. On her own diverse American experience,
Gish Jen commented: “I’ve tried to be someone who really thought about
the American project, and what it means, what this nation is. I try to use my
vantage point from the margins to kind of illuminate the larger questions”
(Potier). We see from this quote that Gish Jen is interested in the implications
of what it means to be American, particularly of a person’s American
identity. Mona in the Promised Land is her own study of the individualist
identity, particularly with the three elements of Asianism, Americanism, and
Semitism, of which she is most intimately aware.
There are a few areas of the book that give an extensive analysis of the
Jewish contribution to American society. Though random at first, we can
assume that Gish Jen considered the contribution, given her personal life
and that her thoughts on the Jewish community are laid bare through the
writing of this novel. In the novel, Mona ponders while in conversation with
her friend, Barbara. Mona thinks: “She maintains there’s something special
about being Jewish she wouldn’t want to give up. Look at all the great
people who are—Einstein. Freud. . . . Barbara says being Jewish is also great
because it’s about fighting for freedom” (Jen 135). Taking this as a glimpse
into Gish Jen’s personal affiliation with the Jewish American community, we
see that there is an opportunity to freely express oneself as a Jewish member.
Mona in the Promised Land is Gish Jen’s way of showing her respect for the
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Jewish community and appreciation for how they fit in with the American
mindset that considers freedom of individuality. Being Jewish isn’t simply
an experience of a cultural whole; it is also an individual experience of
expressing one’s beliefs, which Gish Jen saw for herself while associating
with her various Jewish friends who came from different backgrounds.
On Gish Jen, Mike Harvkey wrote: “She has long been interested in,

and has lectured and written about, hybridity” (Harvkey). As we have
seen, Mona in the Promised Land is certainly a tale about hybridity, which
is demonstrated in Mona’s triple-timing identity. This is based on, as Leah
Milne would put it, the idea that “[Gish Jen] simply sensed there were deepseated differences in the perspectives and treatment of certain people based
on origins and appearance, and that those disparities often occurred between
her parents and the American world” (Milne 42). Gish Jen had seen the
disparities made by native American citizens against her family and friends
in the Jewish community. She recognized that there was a herd immigrant
experience going on. From a young age, Gish Jen discerned the similarities
between the two cultures and noted the American’s blanket reaction to each
minority population. Through her writing of Mona in the Promised Land,
Gish Jen shows the individuality of the members of the community and how
they cannot be categorized into a simple two or three-sided hyphen. Each
member of the community is significant in their own way and makes their
own contributions.

Jewish is American: How
the Minorities Shaped an
American Identity

The narrative progresses as Mona struggles with identifying herself as a
Jewish-Chinese-American. Her family members also struggle with her
seeming betrayal of Chinese culture through her conversion to Judaism. Her
mother tries to identify Mona through categorization, explaining to Mona
that her identity shouldn’t have three sides; rather, it should represent a
simple duality. This means that Mona’s mother, Helen, wanted her to be only
a Chinese American. This is reflexive of Helen’s cultural identity, in which
the Chinese culture is drawn towards collectivism and community, while
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Mona’s tendency towards the American individualist tendencies was seen as
concerning. Mona’s rebuttal to her mother is integral to her self-realization:
“‘Jewish is American,’ Mona says, ‘American means being whatever you
want, and I happened to pick being Jewish’” (Jen 49). This idea that Mona
presents to her mother, while rebellious at first glance, is actually in line with
the time that the novel was written.

In the 1960s, Americans were becoming more aware of culture and
race. That awareness propelled Mona towards self-identification as she
experimented with her own race. On this time period, Joanne Wallenstein
stated: “It is 1968, the dawn of the age of ethnicity: African Americans are
turning Chinese, Jews are turning black, and though some nice Chinese
girls are turning Chinese, teenaged Mona Chang is turning Jewish, much
to her parents’ chagrin” (Wallenstein). This was the time period for Mona
to find herself; it was the time for the race to become more fluid and less of
a rigid bi or trifold system. The novel explores several variations of people
from different races finding themselves through other cultures. Mona’s
sister, Callie, finds herself in the Chinese culture where her roots are. Her
friend, Barbara, finds herself as she offers service to the black community
and assimilates with their way of life. This was a time when cultures blended
to create an atmosphere where the younger generation could self-identify
within parameters that weren’t as strict as they were in previous generations.
This so-called “age of ethnicity,” as Wallenstein coined it, was one where the
younger generation, who was raised to create oppression, fought back and
negated the racially oppressive forces of the older generation.
In addition to this greater open-mindedness among Americans, we also
see that inhabiting several different cultures at once becomes less rigid and
defined. Calling yourself Jewish and Chinese didn’t have to be founded in
anything—it was simply a choice the person made. We read more about this
idea from Begoña González’s essay “The (Re)Birth of Mona Changowitz.”
He says: “In the Jewish initiation rite, Mona, like any other neophyte learns
that Judaism is about remembering you are Jewish” (González 230). Many
earlier generations of the Jewish faith would argue against González’s
position. Certainly being Jewish meant more than just thinking about being
Jewish; but, according to the rising generation, you can be who you want
without any strings attached. The novel shows that Mona’s ties to the Jewish
community are mostly in her mind rather than requiring rituals or other
practices. Besides Mona’s frequent visits to the synagogue, there are no other
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distinctions that show she is embracing Judaism, despite her persistence in
calling herself a devout practicing Jew. In fact, few distinctions show she
is actively involved in any of the three sides of her cultural identity. In her
trifold identity, there is not more or less of either. She is simply all of them
at once, and they are the makeup of who she is. This is Gish Jen’s argument
regarding Americanism posed in her novel. She considers Americanism to be
the power to assimilate into a free country within one’s own bounds and to
not face societal pressures against it.
Mona’s struggle of knowing who she was as an Asian American practicing
Judaism and questioning how she could assimilate into society eventually
became a catalyst for her to self-identify as an American who is Jewish with
a Chinese heritage. This identification was entirely unique to Mona, which
meant that she was fully assimilated into the American individualist society
of her time.

Significance of “Mona” in
the Asian American Canon

Why does it matter that a fictional character finally comes of age in a novel?
On the surface, Mona is simply a protagonist who realizes the intricate
nature of her identity as one that she can embrace in her own individual
way. Gish Jen’s novel isn’t autobiographical, though it does draw on some
of her childhood experiences. This story is simply that—a story. However,
we can see from the way Gish Jen approaches the two different cultures she
experienced in her growing up years that her cultural background adds
significance to the novel. It is a more holistic, genuine approach, given her
background and experience. Gish Jen presents an opportunity for Americans
of different backgrounds to approach their culture in any way they wish, and
whether that approach is singular, binary, or trinary does not matter. Simply
finding your identity among other Americans is what is most important.
That is, after all, what Mona did as we find in the title Mona in the Promised
Land. For Mona, America is a promised land because Mona is able to become
who she wants to be despite her background and religion among people who
respect individualism, even encourage it. On America and its atmosphere
of personalized assimilation, Barbara (Mona’s friend) states: “For once the
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Promised Land has turned out more or less as promised” (Jen 135). The place
that has promised equality, freedom, and opportunity has held to its promise,
at least for the characters in the novel who decided to take advantage of this
freedom in their own individualistic journeys of acclimation by coming at it
through different angles.
Gish Jen’s experience as an Asian American proves to be invaluable to
Mona’s narrative. Her coming-of-age story arc is one that shows appreciation
and acceptance towards several races and religions simultaneously. This
is greatly contrasted with other white authors who wrote about the Asian
experience with their American mentality. We see this contrast especially
in Dutch-born Meindert DeJong’s The House of Sixty Fathers, which is, in
short, a story about American superiority in China. In his novel, progression
and coming of age are surprisingly absent despite the young age of its
protagonist. DeJong’s narrative portrays the main character, a young Chinese
boy, as one who can hardly progress and remains childish and pathetic with
only the white-saviorist Americans to help him as he struggles to find his
parents. The age of the protagonist remains unknown as his level of maturity
isn’t clearly defined. He cries often and doesn’t seem to understand simple
concepts. Even his personal experience and contributions as an Asian aren’t
acknowledged, though he is the main character of the novel. The white
Americans are strongly favored as the heroes of the novel, which degrades
the protagonist significantly.
Thus, we see the value in how Gish Jen’s experience adds to her
approach of Mona’s coming of age story, which becomes part of the Asian
American literary canon. The coming-of-age aspect from an Asian American
protagonist and author is poignant and influential for cultural scholars
studying the Asian American experience and their individual assimilation
into American society. Not to mention, the inclusion of other cultures like
Semitism and African Americanism makes it a much more inclusive and
understanding novel than that of DeJong’s The House of Sixty Fathers. Gish
Jen’s contribution provides an anti-racist viewpoint on how assimilation into
United States’ culture works on an individual level. The focus is on how it
affects one’s own identity, not on how white Americans in general would be
affected.
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Conclusion

Now that we have seen the significance of Gish Jen’s contribution to the Asian
American canon, we can conclude with some of the essential takeaways that
Gish Jen presents in a Semitic reading of Mona in the Promised Land, which
compares both Jewish and Chinese Americans. The two cultures are different
from the hegemonic American culture, but not quite so different from each
other, especially when we see that Mona cannot fully distinguish between
the two. These two cultures blend to make up her individual personality.
Of course, this study of the two ethnicities working together can only be
validated by Gish Jen’s personal experience with the two seemingly different
cultures. She combines the two in a novel that reflects her own background
and experience as a second-generation Chinese American who experienced
Semitism in her friend group during her childhood. In fact, her experience led
her to analyze the American assimilation experience with new eyes, which
she shared her findings in her novel. The protagonist, Mona, undergoes her
own personal assimilation process that is unique to her parents’ background
and beliefs. Gish Jen shows her audience that assimilation in the United
States—with all the negative and positive connotations that accompany it—is
not identical to any similar members of a certain culture or background, but
rather, it is an individual experience propelled by the people and experiences
that that specific individual encounters while they are becoming their own
version of their hyphenated ethnicity.
We have Gish Jen to thank for a renewed perspective on assimilation in
the United States. This perspective she provides is not only that of Chinese
Americans, but it is also found among Jewish Americans, African Americans,
second-generation Chinese Americans who are assimilating back to their
mother culture, and more. Mona in the Promised Land proves to be a study
in American assimilation and its individualistic nature, which we must take
into our understanding of the so-called herd immigrant experience to instead
realize its uncategorizable nature. As readers of Gish Jen, we are driven to
throw away hyphenations altogether and accept Americans for their drive to
be their own person. America is, after all, the unique individual’s Promised
Land, where no culture is fully defined and no person is limited only to the
culture they were born into.
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A Sharply Worded
Silence
Silence as the Revelatory Link Between Past
and Future in Faithful and Virtuous Night
Noah Hickman

In 1994, Louise Glück wrote in her essay titled

“Disruption, Hesitation, Silence” that she is “attracted to ellipsis, to the
unsaid, to suggestion, to eloquent, deliberate silence.” She continued, “[t]he
unsaid, for me, exerts great power: often I wish an entire poem could be
made in this vocabulary” (74). That “great power” reflects on her whole
body of poetry, now fourteen collections with the recent publication of
Winter Recipes from the Collective (2021), but in none of her collections
does the concept of silence factor more explicitly than in her National Book
Award winning title Faithful and Virtuous Night (2014). Given her relative
celebrity following her win of the 2020 Nobel Prize in Literature, a healthy
body of criticism exists for this collection specifically despite being less
than ten years old, mostly in the form of book reviews. Outside of simply
citing Glück’s deference toward silence, however, no rigorous studies have
been published qualifying Glück’s particular use of silence nor its internal
significance to the collection, surprising given how silence factors as an
essential concept for not just Faithful and Virtuous Night but all her poetry.
The closest any writer has come to making a claim regarding the function of
silence in Faithful and Virtuous Night appeared in Annalisa Quinn’s review
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of the collection for NPR when she observed that “[t]here is something very
like the white canvas in Glück’s new collection—words, though obviously
chosen with extraordinary care, somehow add up to a blankness . . . [the
collection is] so restrained, so carefully empty while still giving the illusion of
depth (time, perception, movement, distance!)” (“The Ecstatic Blankness”).
This reading goes beyond merely identifying the presence of capital-S silence

by locating this alleged “blankness” in the historied diction of the poems,
comprised wholly of words with simple denotations and long discourses;
but Quinn’s analysis stops there. This paper aspires to fill that critical gap
by interrogating the function of silence in the collection rather than simply
its location or the method by which Glück conjures silence into her poems.
I argue that silence functions first as a revelation, a retroactive state that
identifies the past as the past. I then argue that Glück complicates this
definition of silence by qualifying it not simply as the absence of sound
or speech but as the abundance of it, the potential for future speech, and
therefore silence marks the passage of life in a cycle from speech to silence to
speech again. My argument concludes by noting how Glück relies on silence
to thus unify the past and future and how, for Glück’s speakers, silence
prompts “anticipatory nostalgia,” the feeling of nostalgia for a time not yet
past, ultimately suggesting that the speakers of Glück’s poems retain the
power to conjure their own futures from the formless body of silence, a trend
in Faithful and Virtuous Night that draws out a similar thematic pattern in
Glück’s previous (and likely future) collections.
Understanding Glück’s silence in Faithful and Virtuous Night begins first
with understanding Glück’s argument that revelation operates retroactively.
This notion arises in the final lines of the first poem in the collection, “Parable,”
the speaker explaining that “those who believed we should have a purpose
/ believed this was the purpose, and those who felt we must remain free /
in order to encounter truth felt it had been revealed” (Glück 4). The “truth”
to which the speaker refers contains the realization by the central band of
aspiring travelers that the passage of time constitutes a successful journey
regardless of their failure to depart, and even with the group perpetually
“at that first stage, still / preparing to begin a journey,” the seasons pass and
bodies age, and they “[change] nevertheless” (3). Fierce debate among the
travelers persists through the poem regarding whether they “should have
a purpose” and if that purpose should be material or otherwise, one faction
insisting that the material world contained truth and that “by concentrating”
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on such a world they “might see it [truth] / glimmering among the stones,
and not / pass blindly by” (3). Revelation functions in the poem as a
retroactive interpretation of the travelers’ experience (their knowledge
gained a posteriori) and the group contents themselves with such revelation,
it being “in a strange way miraculous” even at the end of the journey (4).
Their satisfaction with this kind of revelation implies their desire for truth for
its own sake, the utility of the truth being their new capacity to reflect on the
past fondly and the ability to declare their “journey” a success. Truth is not
propositional; truth is experiential. This same relationship between revelation
and the past appears in “Theory of Memory” when the fortune-teller remarks
to the speaker that “[g]reat things . . . are ahead of you, or perhaps / behind
you . . . [a]nd yet . . . what is the difference” (18). The fortune-teller argues an
infinity of theses on the relationship between past and truth in this question,
but—foremost among them—she argues that no meaningful difference exists
between a great thing in the past and a great thing in the future because such
an event can only be labeled as such retroactively; even wonderful events
yet to occur only become recognizable as such after they have moved into
the past. This matches the temporal vision described by Walter Benjamin in
“Theses on the Philosophy of History”:
A Klee painting named “Angelus Novus” shows an angel looking as though
he is about to move away from something he is fixedly contemplating. His
eyes are staring, his mouth is open, his wings are spread. This is how one
pictures the angel of history. His face is turned toward the past. Where we

perceive a chain of events, he sees one single catastrophe which keeps piling
wreckage upon wreckage and hurls it in front of his feet. The angel would

like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole what has been smashed.
But a storm is blowing from Paradise; it has got caught in his wings with

such violence that the angel can no longer close them. This storm irresistibly
propels him into the future to which his back is turned while the pile of
debris before him grows skyward. This storm is what we call progress.
(257–58)

While the speakers in Glück’s poems look rearward with more optimism
than Benjamin’s angel, their temporal system matches his: the speakers
move inevitably into the future while able to look only into the past as new
revelation—new catastrophe—mounts at their feet. The catastrophes of the
future factor into the whole picture only as they can be interpreted as such
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while passing into the past. The angel recognizes the temporal space into
which he plunges must be the future, and can therefore distinguish his vista
as the past, but only differentiates the two by necessity, by virtue of explaining
his own infinite fall backward into such a space. In this sense the speakers
in the above poem differ from the angel in the drama of the plunge—both
parties travel ceaselessly into the future, but a storm sweeps the angel into

the future while one of Glück’s speakers stops for fortune telling and the
other debates the teleology of their journey, neither imminently concerned
with the peril of the march of time and neither guaranteed to recognize the
past as such without some marker to help.
For Glück’s speakers, silence operates as that marker; silence indicates
that something has ended, that some speech (or event) concludes, and in
its wake the now-finished thing leaves a lacuna of noise. In the eponymous
poem “Faithful and Virtuous Night,” such silence occurs to mark the
first departure of the child speaker’s older brother to school, leaving him
“suddenly . . . alone” after a shared life together (10). The departure occurs
not in the going to school but in the transformation that occurs in the brother
after graduating to this stage of childhood, the speaker noting “[h]ow old
he seemed, older than this morning. . . . You have no idea how shocking it
is,” the speaker continues, “to a small child when / something continuous
stops,” referring, supposedly, to “the sounds . . . of the sewing room” which
then “[v]anished . . . silence was everywhere” (13). The sound of the sewing
room appears as a type of the previously guaranteed presence of the older
brother, a domestic condition which becomes a rote constant, a background
noise within a state of being so basic and essential that its abrupt absence
deafens the whole system. This departure precedes the temporary muteness
of the speaker, one silence (or absence) begetting another as the presence of
one had come to condition the other. The speaker describes the moment of
this new muteness: “Something was there where there had been nothing . . .
/ [o]r should I say, nothing was there” (14). The speaker’s silence signifies the
collapse of a paradigm, the retreat of which reveals a kind of something that
he previously assumed to be nothing, a prefigured state of being even more
atomic and essential than the one into which the speaker had been born, one
obscured by routines and patterns. “Darkness overswept the land,” and the
speaker must now find a way to operate within this new system, to speak
according to the new contract. He recognizes this task and wonders “[i]f I
could speak, what would I have said? / I think I would have said / goodbye,
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because in some sense / it was goodbye” (14). The absence of his brother (a
kind of silence) and his own vocal silence mark to the speaker the end of an
era, a way of being, which the speaker had previously assumed to be the only
way of being. The inauguration of silence enables the speaker to retroactively
understand the limits of the paradigm by marking its end (its goodbye), at
which point he “found the darkness [the absence, the silence] comforting,”

and “[t]he next day, [he] could speak again” having relinquished his old
frame of negotiation for this new, more broadly encapsulated system (14–15).
The eradication of a system thus conjures silence in its wake, like “a
curtain rising on a vista”; silence “take[s] us, as it were, back to the beginning
of things,” before God spoke organization into the world (Glück 27; Picard
5). Like in “Faithful and Virtuous Night,” silence indicates such a collapse
in “Afterword” as the speaker (the boy from “Faithful and Virtuous Night”
now become a painter) deconstructs notions of “fate [and] destiny” (30).
The painter acknowledges his reliance on these two concepts as excuses
to “explain [his] failures” and subsequently becomes disenchanted with
the ideological pair which “now seem[ed] to [him] / local symmetries,
metonymic / baubles within immense confusion.” As the organizational
locus of fate and destiny disintegrate, the painter describes the epiphanic
vision which had been previously obscured: “Chaos was what I saw.” As in
“Faithful and Virtuous Night,” the termination of the contract (the system)
leads to a transitional period of muteness, an imposed silence or incapacity to
communicate within the terms of the new, revealed system. In the case of the
painter, his “brush froze—[he] could not paint it” (“it” referring to the sight
of newly revealed “chaos”) and the painter explicitly describes the arrest of
his paintbrush in terms of this imposed silence: “darkness, silence: that was
the feeling” (30). Once again, just as in “Faithful and Virtuous Night” the
speaker regains the ability to speak (or, in this case, paint) after renegotiating
his place within the newly revealed system of being, the painter recognizing
that “blankness . . . has been both my subject and my medium,” the canvas
remaining deliberately white to signify the new mode into which the painter
and art have lapsed, one defined by infinite “clarity” and impermanence in
which the speaker’s “voice is sand scattered in wind” (32–33). Max Picard
describes this punctuative operation of silence as “time [being] accompanied
by silence, determined by silence . . . the sound of measurable time, the
rhythmic beat of time, is drowned by the silence” (107). Silence operates in
“Afterward” identically to “Faithful and Virtuous Night” as the physical sign
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of the end of an era of existence, a silence which only ends after relinquishing
the old system for the new, the new system having been previously obscured
by the old and revealed alongside the limits of the former system.
Silence, as such, signals the passage from one era to the next, marking the
past as the past, a passage which Glück argues occurs in a cycle. This circular
dynamic and the function of silence to reveal the circle make up the tension

of “A Sharply Worded Silence.” “We sat in silence,” begins the speaker,
prefiguring the moment of the speech of the old woman in Contessa’s
Gardens as emerging out of silence. The old woman speaks a story which
the speaker describes as “pointless” and “interrupted at every stage with
trance-like pauses / and prolonged intermissions, so that by this time night
had started.” The old woman then speaks again abruptly, “[m]y sincere
apologies, she said. / I had mistaken you for one of my friends. / And she
gestured toward the statues we sat among.” The speaker “return[s] to this
incident” over the passage of years, enacting cycles of departure and return,
patterns of silence and speech, cycles that the old woman opaquely alludes
to in her story (“I never lost my taste for circular voyages”). The speaker
becomes “convinced” that the old woman’s story “contained some secret,”
and ultimately concludes that “whatever message there might have been /
was not contained in speech.” The “message,” rather, refers to the initiating
moment of speech, the perennial return to sound after a revelatory period of
silence, significant absences of sound like those of the speaker’s mother, “her
sharply worded silences cautioning me and chastising me” as they suggest
future dangers in the inevitable recurrence of noise. Silence, the speaker
concludes, guarantees the arrival of future speech (or future eras of speech)
though “when this would happen and where [she] had no idea.” The arrival
of speech is significant less to silence than to the assurance of such an arrival,
as silence is conditioned not only on the absence of speech but the potential
for a return of speech (19–21).
For Glück, therefore, the absence of speech only describes half of the
character of silence: the notion of silence also invokes an abundance of
speech and sound, things yet unsaid or noises ongoing or eras yet to come. In
“Cornwall” the speaker describes the ambience of the country as “[n]ight and
day distinguished by rotating birdcalls, / the busy murmurs and rustlings
merging into / something akin to silence” (27). The speaker names the
polyphony as a cousin to silence, not silence itself, as the speaker recognizes
patterns and iterability among the mixture of noise. The speaker implies
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that the “merging” almost arrives at the total homogeneity required by true
silence and, therefore, that the notion of silence includes an abundance of
indiscernible sound and language out of which emerge individual, organized
instances of speech and noise. The speaker metaphorizes this body of sound
as “[f]og” that “swirled over the lit bulbs. / I suppose that is where it was
visible; / elsewhere, it was simply the way things were, blurred where they

had been sharp” (29). The speaker distinguishes these loci of fog as iterations
out of a mass of fog which permeates and conditions the whole scene: the fog
stands in for silence, both identifiable in their essence as having weight but
with no shape, no iteration until pulled from the mass into visible being by
the light, by a locutor. The speaker qualifies this homogenous body of fog as
a temporal realm, remarking “[a]head, as I have said, was silence” (29). The
potentiality of the fog (or the silence) relegates the power of the mass to the
future, its weight generated by what might yet emerge from the veil, from
the mist. In “Visitors from Abroad,” the fourth canto begins “[o]utside the
street was silent. / The [phone] receiver lay on its side among the tangled
sheets; / its peevish throbbing had ceased some hours before” (23). The
conspicuous cessation of noise from the phone receiver impregnates the
stillness of the scene with the threat of its former noise (one the phone retains
the capacity to make) and the suggestion that it will yet again conduct speech
and conversation through its microphone, its current muteness (as with
the speakers described earlier) conditioned only on its former and future
locution. Like the fog in “Cornwall,” the language and power of the phone
lies in the future, identifiable as noise and sound but yet undifferentiated
(with the potential to differentiate from the whole at any moment, as in “A
Sharply Worded Silence”).
This relationship between silence and the future mingles the past function
of silence (to reveal) with the prescient function of silence (to suggest the
future). Recalling Glück’s cyclical ontology present in “A Sharply Worded
Silence” and the speaker’s return to interrogate the silence of Contessa’s
Garden, Glück suggests a unity between silences, that the same silence
intervenes between each ontological era, the same homogeneity of possibility,
suggesting a hierarchy in which silence always encapsulates history, that
“[s]ilence contains everything within itself . . . [i]t is not waiting for anything
. . . [i]t does not develop or increase in time, but time increases in silence . . .
as though silence were the soil in which time grows to fullness” (Picard 2).
To recall another poem, this new understanding of silence complicates the
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fortune-teller’s cryptic, ponderous dictum that “great things are ahead
of you, or perhaps / behind you . . . [a]nd yet . . . what is the difference”
(18). The fortune-teller suggests that the “great thing” that recurs does not
describe some climactic achievement or boon but the reappearance of silence
at the termination and inauguration of eras (silence being, according to the
hierarchy of silence and history, the greatest thing). The fortune-teller could

also describe a version of Nietzsche’s “eternal recurrence,” that “[t]his life
as you now live it and have lived it you will have to live once again and
innumerable times again; and there will be nothing new in it,” though this
version of recurrence mismatches with Glück’s (194). Glück argues that even
if “there are infinite endings / . . . once one begins, / there are only endings”
(17). The recurrence of silence and the passing away of eras, for Glück,
doesn’t eradicate variability or progress; instead, it suggests a succession of
meaningful endings rather than simply the passage of identical beginnings
and, therefore, empty ends.
In other words, recurrence marked by silence forms a forward-moving
spiral rather than a truly infinite circle, and—therefore—rather than a simple
reiteration of a Nietzschean eternal recurrence, Glück’s speakers describe a
recurrence with clear similarities to past cycles while still accommodating
for evolution and progress. Returning to “Parable,” the poem describes a
version of this “spiral” ontological model: the speaker notes that, after a
prolonged era of argument, “periodically we would seem / to have achieved
an agreement” marked by harmony and the cessation of vocal discord (a
silence), “but always that moment passed . . . so / (after many years) we
were still at that first stage . . . but we were changed nevertheless,” recurrence
and progress not mutually exclusive under this model of being. The arguing
ceases and gives way to a brief silence, marking the end of the era of
argument, only to give way to a new era of argument which reminisces of the
former argument but progresses to, ostensibly, a new topic of contention. The
poem, as I quoted earlier, indicates that the teleology of the spiral manifests
itself in “how [the travelers] have aged, traveling / from day to night only,
neither forward nor sideward,” that “those who believed we should have a
purpose / believed this was the purpose” (4). Organizing a life around the
inevitable temporal progression of a life, of aging, gestures toward death as,
perhaps, the summative finality of a life.
The collection resists this idea, however, mixing death into the taxonomy
of silence, simply another dropped curtain in the passage to a subsequent
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era of existence. For example, “Aboriginal Landscape” opens with the
speaker’s dead mother speaking, having triumphed over the silence of
death now with a locution reserved for some beyond-state; whether such
comes as literal speech or an imagined speech on the part of the speaker, the
dead speaks, nevertheless. Elsewhere, in “Afterword,” the poem concludes
with a nameless spirit asking, “shall I be raised from death,” their capacity for

speech clearly unimpeded by the brief silence of dying (33). Glück expands
this resistance to death as a true end to speech in “The Open Window” in
which the speaker describes an old writer who “had formed the habit of
writing the words THE END on / a piece of paper . . . after which he would
gather a stack of pages” eventually laying “on the cold / floor of the study
watching the wind stirring the pages, mixing the written / and unwritten,
the end among them.” In so doing, the old writer effectively nullifies “THE
END” as being a true end, each page signifying its own event in a stack of
such pages including but not halted by the occurrence of “THE END” (44).
Death, in other words, happens to different people at different times, but
the occurrence of death does not impede the occurrence of the subsequent
eras (pages, as metaphorized in “Afterword”) of a given life. Death simply
appears as one of the many inevitable faces of silence.
Instead of looking to death as a central existential event, Glück’s
collection speaks of the progression of the spiral as self-justified. The
progression from silence to speech to silence suffices the speaker of
“Parable” as a satisfactory description for the propelling force of existence,
the force behind the unimpeachable passage of time remaining mysterious
and, ultimately, irrelevant. This does not mean that the ontological model
articulated in “Parable” forgets death entirely. Death explicitly factors
into the journey of “Parable,” the speaker describing the occurrence of
“flooding sometimes, also avalanches, in which / some of us were lost”
(3). The speaker, however, treats such loss of life as incidental to the true
“purpose” of the journey: the transformations enacted in the passage of time
(4). These transformations, progressions from speech to silence and back to
speech, align with predictable stages of human evolution: from innocence
to experience (“Faithful and Virtuous Night”), into and out of love (“A
Sharply Worded Silence”), ability to disability (“Approach of the Horizon”),
life to death (“A Summer Garden”), etc. Eventually, these transformations
(similar enough among persons) become predictable, and an acceleration of
individual ontological periods occurs, a phenomenon called “anticipatory
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nostalgia” by contemporary psychologists (Zhou 1; Batcho 75). Anticipatory
nostalgia refers to “missing the present prematurely before it has become
past,” distinct from “anticipated nostalgia,” which describes “the prediction
or expectation that one will feel nostalgic for an aspect of the present in the
future” (Zhou 2).
Anticipatory nostalgia preemptively instigates what Svetlana Boym
calls “restorative nostalgia,” or “the anxiety about . . . historical incongruities
between past and present [which leads to] question[s about] the wholeness”
of present (or future) experience (45). For example, the speaker of “An
Adventure” exports the silence of their dream into wakeful anxiety
anticipating the daytime iteration of the same silence. The fourth canto
begins, “I attained the precipice,” the dreamed progression of the adventure
halted by a physical dropping off, a prohibition of the expression of
movement (Glück 6). The speaker, despite the precarity and eventual physical
improbability, continues on, “so that I found myself riding steadily through
the air” abandoning tether to the earth and physically decontextualizing
themselves. “All around,” observes the speaker, “the dead were cheering me
on, the joy of finding them / obliterated by the task of responding to them,”
the speaker enveloped by a homogeneity of the dead (very much speaking
despite being dead, as I previously argued regarding the irrelevance of death
to the potential for speech according to Glück), a space of personal silence in
which the scope of the speaker’s voice becomes so miniscule that they may
as well be unable to speak. When the speaker wakes, they assure themselves
that “we had escaped from death,” but quickly doubts the certainty of this,
wondering in the final line “or was this the view from the precipice” (6). The
speaker carries with them the anxiety of the dream, the possibility of the
silence of the dream occurring in wakeful life prompting them to preempt and
anticipate an imminent transition back into silence. The speaker’s worries
regarding the potential for a sudden transition into silence disrupts their
ability to divide between dream and wakefulness, feeling as if the silence
of the dream has occurred and reflexively feeling nostalgia for the passage
of an era yet not past. The speaker may as well have passed into silence,
as their abilities to exist according to the normal order of their life seize
up, effectively imitating the discomfort of silence that originally prompted
such anxiety and inadvertently adopting the “greater tendency to sadness
and worry” associated with anticipatory nostalgia (Zhou 2). The speaker in
“Faithful and Virtuous Night” observes this behavior within themselves and
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others generally, explaining, “It had occurred to me that all human beings
are divided / into those who wish to move forward / and those who wish
to go back. / Or you could say, those who wish to keep moving / and those
who want to be stopped in their tracks / as by the blazing sword” (15). The
speaker argues that those belonging to the group who claim to wish to “go
back” recognize they will always encounter the angel just at their heels, but
they defer to the familiar prohibition of the past over the unknown, sudden
angel of silence that awaits them again and again in the future. Their true goal
lies in dulling the shock of “the precipice” rather than somehow returning to
the past by acting as if their presently inhabited moment has already passed,
pining for the return of the season of life in which they remain.
The function of anticipatory nostalgia to preemptively instigate
restorative nostalgia embodies an anxiety about and desire to resolve the
incongruity between the present and the future, between the possible
imminence of silence (and the potential for discomfort that accompanies
silence) and the imagined wellness of passing into the new era beyond such
silence. The eponymous “Melancholy Assistant” acts under the influence
of this nostalgia when he approaches the speaker to preemptively quit his
job as he “[had] become useless to [the speaker,” and “[the speaker] must”
therefore “turn [him] out” (45). The assistant defers so fully to his worry
that his employer will fire him on account of some insufficiency that he
preemptively fires himself before his boss has the chance to do so. By firing
himself, the assistant hopes to more quickly usher in the stability of a new era
that follows a moment of such silence. In short, the assistant feels nostalgia
for a moment not yet vanished, “simulating some remembered emotion /
which now attached itself to this occasion,” and so he plots to accelerate the
approach of silence to mitigate his longing or to find a moment like the one
he currently inhabits but cannot enjoy as he worries for its departure. The
speaker, bewildered, assumes that the assistant feels he genuinely cannot
complete his regimen of duties and offers to renegotiate the terms of their
contract, to redefine the task of the assistant to be simply that he “must weep
for [the speaker]” in order to retain the assistant’s services (45). He even goes
as far as to enumerate his woes so that the assistant simply must decide such
afflictions merit weeping. To this, the assistant declares abruptly “Master . . .
you have given / meaning to my suffering” and “[h]is face was radiant . . .
[h]is tears glinted / red and gold in the firelight. / Then he was gone” (46).
Thus the speaker of the poem inadvertently completes the nostalgic gesture
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of the assistant, redefining the task of the assistant so that the nature of the
task has already been fulfilled upon its redefinition, collapsing silence and
the inauguration of the subsequent era into one moment, briefly aligning
present and future and achieving some transient relief from his fear of silence
and instability.
Anticipatory nostalgia in Glück’s speakers provides an example of how

silence unifies the past and present by virtue of repetition, patterns from era
to era and, as I have argued, the repeated appearance of the same disruptive,
revelatory body of silence that Glück’s speakers come to expect and that
some speakers anticipate with anxiety. That unity of silence betrays a divinity
in Glück’s silence, that eras pass away but silence always remains, and out
of that body of silence we pull the future into being. Glück finally argues
that, though the passage of time may be uninterruptible and irresistible and
though silence recurs to mark the end of epochs and seasons, people retain
the power to pull what they will out of the shapeless mass of silence. The
speaker of “A Sharply Worded Silence” expects to find again “at some point,
/ a door with a glittering knob, / but when this would happen and where
I had no idea,” but, the speaker strongly implies, it will happen (21). The
speaker of “Afterword” hears “the spirit” ask “shall I be raised from death,”
and the speaker looks upon the landscape and reads that “the sun says yes”
and so it shall be, the resurrection of this nameless soul assured (33). The
painter in “The White Series” settles into domestic life with his brother, finds
new significance in his context, “beg[ins] to paint again,” and generates art
of a new caliber, a new vision, silence giving way to objects infused with
meaning as determined by the painter, by the locutor (55). Even misguided
or ignorant plots, like that of the melancholy assistant to retain a specific
kind of security after silence, find success by exerting will over the passage
of silence into substance (45–46). The collection’s final poem, “The Couple
in the Park,” articulates this idea as the concluding thought of the work. In
one hypothetical, the man touches the hand of the woman, and the woman’s
“heart springs open like a child’s music box . . . [a]nd out of the box comes
/ a little ballerina made of wood. I have created this, the man thinks . . .
[t]his must explain the puzzling music coming from the trees” (71). The man
discovers that the noise that conditions his being, the iterated sounds that
once belonged to silence, are of his own making though he did not recognize
it at first. And so it is with all the music: whether the speakers recognize it
or not, all the noise originates with them, silence being a primordial well of
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undifferentiated music simply waiting for a hand to pluck some chant or
some tone from it, whether on purpose or by accident.
Glück’s reliance on silence to identify the past and to suggest possibilities
for the future follows from the fact that Glück organizes the whole collection
around silence as a primordial backdrop with “its origins in the time when
everything was still pure Being” (Picard 1). Silence marks the evolution of her

speakers, their histories and creations. Understanding the primacy of silence
to the collection heightens the reverence with which Glück deploys it and the
severity of the truth gleaned from her speakers’ encounters with and within
it. Faithful and Virtuous Night revolves around the speakers’ emergence
from and return to silence, the speakers behaving at their most perceptive
and acute when enveloped by both its absence and abundance, when it marks
the end of one artifice and gives way to another. Understanding the role of
silence as this original substance transforms the collection from a myriad of
unmoored speakers with dead family and missed ambitions to a group of
speakers learning to cobble together deliberate speech out of silence, to form
their own contexts, their own futures.
Understanding the role of silence in Faithful and Virtuous Night should
also inform how readers understand silence as it appears in Glück’s other
collections, the same patterns of speech-silence-speech appearing elsewhere
(if with, admittedly, less frequency): the relocation and decontextualization
of Persephone in Averno, the quality of the nameless god and evolution of
supplication in The Wild Iris, even the vitiligo of memory in Glück’s most
recent collection, Winter Recipes from the Collective. Glück, it would seem,
relies broadly on silence as a benevolent divinity: immutable, omnipresent,
massive, infinite. In silence, Glück finds a unifying mythology, one
characterized by deference to the will of her speakers and the capacity to
change themselves and their contexts according to their desires for wellness.
In silence, Glück argues for the possibility of genuine transformation, for
truth, and for the promise of a return to silence for as long as it takes to find
ourselves transformed.
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